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the republican national committee
today recommitted to a subcommit
tee, which will report late today, the
question of a plan ror a reduction 'n
representation at national conventions,
An agreement on a plan is looked
for tonight. National Coinm:tle.:i.ian
Howell of Nebraska led the fight for
a radical ' reduction of southern representation.
(National Committeeman Remmeil COLORADO FEDERATION
OF LA
of Arkansas violently opposed such
BOR DECIDES IT HAS NOT
a plan. He said that the history of
POWER TO ACT
republican conventions showed conclusively that the southern contingent always had followed the lead COMMITTEE WILL HANDLE
IT
of a northern majority in support of
presidential candidates.
"Are you going to kick us out and( SHOULD
CONDITIONS
DEMAND,
make the republican party a secVARIOUS UNIONS WILL BE
tional party?" he asked, shaking his
ASKED TO QUIT WORK
fist at Mr. Howell. "Treat us fairly.
Encourage us as we deserve to be
encouraged, and don't' try to throttle WANTS
AMMONS UNSEATED
us."
Restriction on Primaries
DEMAND
THAT
The plan of the subcommittee to RESOLUTIONS
GOVERNOR BE. REMOVED
recognize primary laws and change
the rules governing conventions was
FROM HIS OFFICE
amended by the national committee
by a unanimous vote. On a point
Denver, Dec. 17. Reports of the
raised by Committeeman Chubb of
on. resolutions and policy
committee
Florida it was announced that the
were matters of absorbing interest
resolution would be changed so that
at today's session of the special conin states where it is. optional whether a party shall hold primaries for vention of union labor delegates. The
discussion Qf yesterday served
the election of delegates, they shall open
to outline clearly the views of indimanner
old
in
and
the
be selected
the primary plan shall be observed viduals and the local unions they represent, on the line of a state-widonly in states where the law pro strike in
sympathy with the members
vides specifically for such action.
the
Mine
United
of
Workers of
With the resolution for reappoint
ment of delegates, an amendment America on strike in the Colorado
was accepted providing that the basis coal fields.
Karly today it seemed practically
for the selection of delegates from
certain
Jthat the convention would
each congressional district, in addition to one, ehould be based on the not issue a formal call for such a
but would confine itself to
republican vote for republican presi- strike,
dential electors in 1908, or for the the appointment of a committee emto call a statewide strike of
republican candidate for congress in powered
all
unions
represented if "it finds
Is
the
1914, whichever
higher.
sub conditions demand." It was explainR. B.. Howell of Nebraska
mitted a minority report He con ed by labor leaders that this convencurred In everything except the ap tion has no power to enforce such a
strike and should one be called unportionment scheme and declared
that he believed the proposal of the der the plan outlined it would rest
with the various unions, through
majority would be subversive of the
their national officers, to make the
Tesult
in
the
of
and
meeting
object
v"
future embarrassment to the repub- strike '"effective.""'
Yesterday's discussion, It was said,
lican party. He contended that the
outlined the position of the
principal purpose of the meeting was clearly
to reduce southern representation in delegates on the chief questions unconventions, and said that he did not der consideration by the resolutions
believe that the reapportionment committee.
These include resolutions for the
scheme as proposed would remedy
recall
of Governor Ammons; the reof
the difficulty. The elimination
moval of General John Chase as
south
the
all
62
from
delegates
only
ern states, Mr. Howell asserted, commander of the militia; the recall
would not, in his opinion, be advan of Jefferson Jaffa, sheriff of Huerfano county; a constitutional amendtageous to the republicans of the
ment
for the state operation of coal
as
Mr.
Howell suggested
country.
an alternative a plan sf the repub- mines; compulsory arbitration of
lican congressional committee for labor disputes; speedy recall of the
for each state militia from the coal, fields; urging
four delegates-at-largto
and. one delegate in addition for each Colorado's delegation in congress
the resolution by Edward
10,000 votes or major fraction there- support
for a congressional Investiof cast for the republican candidate Keating
of the Colorado coal situation.
in 1908. That plan would reduce the gation
Urges Respect for Contracts
total number of delegates in the
before the noon adournmcnt
Just
which
195.
The
south,
convention
to have the
had 272 delegates in convention in a suggestion was made
to
500 delegates
the state
march
that
119
if
1912, would have only
an a body to demand of Govcapitol
were
adopted.
plan
miDistricts Are Units ernor Ammons the recall of the
Congressional
of
the
and
litia
dismissal
Adjutant
William Barnes, Jr., of New York
General Chase. The suggestion came
proposed, as a.substitute for the Howat the close of a speech by "Mother"
ell amendment that the report of the
Jones in which she demanded the rewith
special committee be adopted
lease of the military prisoners held
no
that
congressional
a provision
in the strike zone.
dfsttlict should, get the benefit of
Many delegates had already left
that
unless
additional
delegate!
an
hall for the march on the state-hous-e
the
redistrict had cast at least 7,500
when William B. Green, secretary-telecfor
presidential
publican votes
reasurer
of the United Mine
tors, or in 1912 for candidate for
took
the floor and counsel- Workers,
be
would
it
said
that
congress. He
moderation.
ed
He urged the dele-- !
a fundamental mistake to adopt any
to
demands upon
their
make
gates
which
scheme of reapportionment
the congressional the governor dn an orderly manner,
would eliminate
district as a unit. .The proposal of in the form of resolutions. Secretary
conven
Mr. Howell, he said, would absolute Green, in his address to the
of
the
tion
conplan
today,
discouraged
12
the
states from
ly shut out
declaring
(called a General
strike,
Mr.
district
plan.
delegate
gressional
Barnes' substitute proposal, he said, that labor unions should always live
Would reduce the southern represen- ;up to their contracts with employers.
It was expected that action on restation by, 77 votes in the convention,
be reached late to'Of olutions would
states
eight,
by
and the northern,
day.
which New York would lose four.
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Washington, Dec. 17. The republican national committee met again
today to conclude the reform measures it has undertaken to reunite the
party, to clear Its convention machinery of certain, features and to
In national
reduce representations
convention from southern states and
congressional districts which are regarded as hopelessly democratic.
Only two propositions remained to
be acted on today and a report from
a special subcommittee, headed by
National Committeeman Warren of
Michigan, offered a solution of each.
The Warren committee finally
agreed on a plan of reapportionment
providing for four delegates-atlarg- e
from each state, one front each congressional diBtrict and one additional
from each district where the total
Vole was 3o per cent or
more of the total vote cast.
No district, however, would have
more than two delegates, no matter
how large the republican vote. States
would
having congressinen-at-largbe entitled to one vote for each. The
congressional election of 1910 probably will be used as the tfasis for
determining the exact representation
in each state. Territories and the
District of Columbia would have two
delegates each. The plan provides
also that it shall become effective
when 4t is ratified by states rep-- '
resenting a majority of the electoral
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THERE seems to be jf
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the meeting of the G.
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O. P. national
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mittee.
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LEAPED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
WEDNESDAY

DECEMBER

the military authorities to turn
all prisoners over"' to the civil officers as soon as practicable.

CITY EDITION.

17, 1913.

of

AMERICANS

IT

IRE

Strikebreakers are Imported
Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 17. A special
train bearing' 170 miners from the
Pennsylvania bituminous fields is
scheduled to arrive' here this afternoon. This is this largest shipment
of strikebreakers imported since the
strike was called in the southern CONSUL LETCHER REPORTS THE
fields, and speciu! military preparaSTORIES
FROM CHIHUAHUA
tions have been mad, to protect the
WERE
EXAGGERATED
men from possible attack upon their
. '
arrival here.
They will be ti Vh1 here and sent HE
WAS GIVEN COURTESY
to surrounding t amps at once. A
arrived
party of 15 B.tri'vi .'breakers
here this morning from Joplln, Mo., REPRESENTATIVE OF THE UNIand were sent to '.she Cameron mine.
TED STATES WAS ACCORDED

BADLY

'

TREATED

ALL DIGNITY
NEW EVIDENCE PRESENTED
New York, Dw. i 7. District AttorSTILL
PRISONER
ney Whitman wei i before the grand TERRAZAS
jury today with neiv evidence in con-

nection with his investigation ' into
state highway graft .'and the exaction
of camptjgn cotiU'i but ions from road
contractors. Several new witnesses,
whose names were not disclosed, were
under subpoena to testify. The latest evidence was said to have been
furnished by John A. Hennessy and
certain
politicians
At least two new Indictments are
expected before the nd of the week.

prisoner by Villa, The avowed purpose Is to compel the Terrazas fam
ily to pay a large sum of money for
his release. Villa asserts the family
succeeded in sending much of ita
cash and securities to the United
States before the rebels arrived, and
it is his plan to hold Terrazas until
$250,000 or more is sent back.

college.

Under the Warren plan representation in national conventions would
be reduced by 70 delegates. The following named states would lose the
following number of delegates: Alabama 6, Florida 2, Georgia 6, Louisiana 7, Mississippi 8, North Carolina
Carolina 7,
2, Oklahoma 1, South
Tennessee 4, Texas 14, Virginia 5.
Total loss for the south, 62; Illinois
2, Kentucky 1, New, Jersey 1. New
York 4. Total loss for the north, 8.
A plan; for additional
delegates
where the republican vote was more
than 40 per cent of the total was rejected because under It the north
would lose proportionately more than
the eouth. Under it New York's republican representation would be cut
by eight and Ohio's by five, The
subcommittee unanimously ; agreed
on the 35 per cent plan.,,
The subcommittee's report on primaries and procedure reads, in part,

e

follows:

"Be it resolved that this commit
tee, when it issues the. call for the
national convention to be held in
the year 1916 to nominate candidates
,ior president and vice president, shall
provide in such ca.ll:
"1. That in any states which'shall
have provided by law, prior to the
election of delegates from such state
for the election of such delegates to
national conventions of special parties at direct primaries, such delegates from there shall be" elected in
conformity with eucn. law.
:"2. That all delegates from any
WHEAT IN GOOD SHAPE
Btate may be chosen from the state
Dec. 16. The area
Washington,
or
at
at large,
part from the state
fall is
large 'and part from congressional sown to winter wheat this
of agrithe
department
acres,
districts in conformity with the laws
of the state in which the election culture announced today. The conoccurs.
dition of winter wheat on December 1
..,."3. That delegates presenting cer- was 91.2 per cent of a normal, comtificates of election from the
pared with 93.2 per cent last year,
board of officers created or 86.6 per cent in 1911, and 89.2 per
r
average.
designated by state, law to canvass cent, the
the Teturus and issue certificates of L The area sown to rye this fall is
election to delegates to national con- 2,702,000 acres. .The condition of rye
ventions of political parties in a pri- on December 1 was 95.3 per cent of
mary election, shall be placed on a normal, compared ;with 93.5 per
the temporary roll by the national cent last year, 93.3 per cent in 1911
r
committee."
and 92.7 per cent, the
After several hours of discussion
.
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A BIG ESTATE
Cambridge, Mass., Dec. 17. After TWENTY-FIVBODIES ARE TAK
an expenditure of between $300,000
EN FROM THE NEWCASTLE
and $400,000 in contesting the claim
MINE TODAY
of "Dakota Dan" that he is Daniel
Blake Russell, son of the late Daniel
Russell of Melrose, the estate Is still
rescuers
WOEIi
This appraisal
valued at $700,000.
was made in the probate court today
when the will' Qf William C. Russell, THEY HAVE NO HOPE OF FINDING)
called brother by the two claimants,
ANY MEN ALIVE IN WORK-INGwas allowed by Judge Mclntyre. UnHOWEVER
der WilHam C. Russell's will "Fresno
Dan," the accepted claimant, receives
half the property.
ONE FUNERAL FCU VICTIMS
E

mm

PINDELL WILL WIN
Washington, Dec. 16. Senators who
corres
investigated the Pindell-Lewl- s
pondence are now said to favor the
confirmation of Henry M. PIndell, the
Peoria
publisher, as ambassador to
17.
Dec.
Consul LetWashington,
Russia.
While the opposition will be
cher has advised the state departcarried to the floor of the senate,
ment that many representations
of
maltreatment of Americans in Chihua many leaders today expected Pinsoon.
dell's
confirmation
hua are without foundation. The department issued this statement:
WOMAN IS ACQUITTED
'Consul Letcher reports that many
Peoria, 111., Dec, 17. A jury in the
of the statements published In the El
court today returned a ver.
SCHMIDT GETS A
Paso press relative to conduct visit- circuit
'
in. the case of
ed on Americans since the entry of diet of not guilty
Mrs. 'Ada Heathcoat, charged with
the constitutionalist forces into Chi
the murder of George. V. Barriclc.
ORDER huahua are without foundation, as The
alleged crime occurred here on
also are reports of discourtesy
to
of October 5.
the
morning
him on the part of the revolutionist
MAN ACCUSED OF MURDER SAYS leaders.
GOD DEMANDS THAT HE TESConditions Normal at Tamplco
.
CURREKCY BILL WILL
Rear Admiral Fletcher reported toTIFY IN COURT
day that normal conditions were be
BE VOTED ON FRIDAY
New York, Dec. 3
Schmidt, ing restored in Tampico. His report
notiAnna
stated
the
of
AumnUer,
weather
that
had
moderat
Slayer
today
fied counsel eonduC'j'ii:; ".ilie defense ed and that he had been able to
PREDICT THAT IT
in his trial for murdor. that he was transfer all the refugees back to the DEMOCRATS
WILL GO THROUGH THE
under a "divine inspiration" to take Sumner. A later dispatch advises
SENATE EASILY
the witness stand i'.nd- tell his story that the refugees have all been rein his own way. The., inspiration had turned safely to Tampico. Further
Washington, Dec. 17. At a connot extended to hi;', t: 'revs at nqon advices say the Ward liner. Monro
ference of . democratic senators last
J v
and they w.ecjsiuw
.Witpr. but
ft wad : fjropdseu. 'to eliminate
to call him.
eight Americans desiring to leave night
the
deposits guarantee from the curMrs.' Elizabeth Schadler, Schmidt's on board her".
bill, change the "lawful money
rency
Rebels to the number of about '1,000
favorite sister, who came here from
to mae treasury notes
redemption"
to
are
to
10
her
with
be camplnsr
father,
testify
Germany,
reported
ips redeemable in gold, and arrange. If
that Schmidt had been Insane for northwest of Tampico. For the presvote Thursday
at the re ent the army transport Sumner will possible, for a final
years, was
night.
sumption of the trial today. Her remain at Tampico.
A tentative agreement was reached
story was practically unchanged by
todav between democratic and
late
the district attorne's questioning.
Redeeming State Bank Notes
leaders of the senate for
republican
Mexico City, Dec. 17. Crowds again
a final vote on the currency bill be
ARE
SEIZED
formed
ARMS
this morning in front of the
fore the end of the legislative day
Calumet, Mich., Dec. 17. Because doors of the Central Bank, hours be'
of Friday.
disno
strike
there have been
fore opening, in order to exchange
copper
are favored by many
Other
changes
turbances since a grand Jury started their state bank bills for cash. Nosenators.
The prohibition
democratic
,
an inquiry Monday into lawlessness-- tices had been posted over night to
the authorities look for little further the effect that the Central Bank against "member banks" extending
new. fedtrouble. A search of the homes of would redeem to their holders only any of the benefits of the
banks"
to
eral
system
men suspected with connection with half of the amount of the state bank
modified.
be
will
probably
recent disorders at the Ahmeek. bills. This was for the purpose of reEfforts will be made to bring about
mines, this morning resulted in the lieving as many of them as possible,
an
Agreement of democratic senators
seizure of a small number of fire- and the redemption was to be made
arms. Similar searches will be made conditional on the Central Bank hav on all amendments, which- then will
be offered In the senate by Chairman
throughout the district.
ing on deposit funds of the urate
Owen. Democratic House Leader Un
banks to cover the bills.
the senate leaders
It was announced that as fast as derwood assured
would not take much time
the
house
the deposits of each of the state
of the bill. He predictTODAY IN CONGRESS.
banks was exhausted the redemption In disposing
ed that if the bill passed the senate
of its bills would be stopped.
tomorrow, it would' be1 'disposed of by
Zapata Has Assistance
The rebels who have penetrated the house before 'Monday. vf
Washington, Dec. 17. Senate: Met
'
at 10 a. m. .
the federal district and who yesterCurrency debate resumed with re- day clashed with federal troops at
CEOOKED
publican senators predicting the ad- Milpa Alta and San Lorenzo, are said
ministration bill would pass by Sat- to be accompanied and directed by
Emiliano Zapata. Felipe Neerl and
urday.
PANAMA CANAL- WOKK
House: Alaskan railway bill,:,, in- Genevevo de la O, other southern
volving issue of government owner- rebel leaders, are reported near by
and In daily communication with Za- COMMISSARY MANAGER IS ACCUSship, debated.
ED OF HAVING GRAFTED
afbefore
foreign
pata.
Secretary Bryan,
LARGE SUMS
fairs committee, advocated purchase
General Zapata is alleged to have
of embassy buildings at Tokio, Mex- taken possession of Nepanpa ranch,
ico City and Berne.
a few miles from Milpa Alta. Atone
Washington, Dec. 17. Charges of
John
C. E. Mahoney of Denver,
vice time this property was a favorite irregular
dealings between
Burke, commissary manager for the
president of the Western Federation resting place for Porfirio Diaz.
of Miners, made charges against mine
According to government reports Panama canal work, and contractors
operators' in Michigan copper districts received at the capital today, a fur- who have been furnishing supplies,
at rules committee hearing.
ther rout was administered to the are being investigated by the governMassa
Roberts
of
rebels at San Lorenzo yesterday. ment. It was admitted officially toRepresentative
commerce
After
Interstate
the engagement the followers day that for the last six months the
chusetts
urged
Will Reduce Troqjps
re- of Zapata took refuge in the rough inquiry has been in progress, based
A meeting of the state military committee to report his bil' to
cars on railroads with- country at the base of Mount Ajusco, on charges preferred by Charles E.
board was called for this afternoon. quire
20 miles south, of Mexico City.
in four years.
Walker, a former subordinate of
were
expected
Only routine matters
Burke in the commissary department,
of
Illinois
Fowler
GovRepresentatives
to be discussed, according to
All Foreigners Leave Chihuahua
alleging that his superior officer was
ernor B. M. Ammomj. The governor and Marsh Lambert of Shawneetown.
United demanding and receiving large com10
Juarez, Mex., Dec'
said before the meeting that he urged rivers and harbors committee
to appropriate $000,000 to repair and States Consul Letcher at Chihuahua missions from persons with, whom he
the
most
to
of
withdraw
planned
state troops from the strike zone strengthen levees at Shawneetown. telegraphed to Consul Edwards today should place large contracts for food
had left and other supplies for the canal
W. L. Gazzam and James L. Gibson that almost all foreigners
as soon as it could' be done safely;
that! there seemed little
prospect of Seattle, declared requirements, of Chihuahua and that city, under the workers.
Also, it Is alleged that Burke had
that the military guard could be re- La Follette seamen's bill physically rebel occupation, was now quiet.
Reports from other sources were awarded contracts to the Colon Im
impossible on Puget Sound vessels,
duced at present
.
The governor has received inti- at merchant marine committee hear-ng- that the next aclvlty between Gener- port and Export company, in which
al Villa and the federals was expect- he is a stockholder, and that he had
mations that the civil authorities
in the strike zone probably will be
Judiciary committee heard delega- ed south of Chihuahua, but it prob- profited nt least $50,000 from his opHis salary was $4,500 a
in a position in a few days to take tion of American Bar. association in ably will be some time before the erations.
year. Several important contracts
charge of all the military prisoners advocacy of removal of technicalitie' opposing forces will meet.
I.uis Terraazs, Jr., is still held a were placed in Europe.
held by the militia. It is the policy in judicial procedure.
RICH
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Newcastle, Colo., Dec. 17. Twenty-fi- ve
bodies of the 37 men killed im
yesterday's explosion had been removed from the workings of the Vulcan mine of the Rocky Mountain Fuet
company early today. Three more bodies had been located in the rooms,
of the west entry. After a rest of aai
hour, wearied rescuers started into
the mine with picks and shovels to
release the corpses imprisoned, by
broken timbers, stone and coal.
With the coming of the day Newcastle, relieved of the tense excitement of yesterday, was Just beginning
to realize the full meaning of the ca,
tastrophe.
Women and children thronged tb.v
morgue for a final glimpse of husband, brother or . father.
Tentative
plans were made today for a general
funeral at which the victims of yesterday's disaster would be buried in
the same cemetery where relatives cf
victims of the explosion In 1S95 stii
go to mourn for loved ones.
H. Er S'Jumwar- giei-a- l
maiug '
of the Rocky Mountain Fuel coki
Mine Inspectt
pan$r, ana state
Dalrymple arrived here today. Dai
rymple immediately entered tb mine
on a trip of inspection.
The thirtieth body was taken from
the mine at 11 o'clock. Parties of
rescuers are at work in both entries
removing tho masses of dislodged
coal and rock.
Coroner
Hopkins of Glenwood
Springs' announced1 that he would
arrange for an inquest as soon as
the last body had been recognized.
Arjrangement9 are being made to
care for the widows and children of
the mine victims.
-
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all-ste-
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It

DECEASED PRELATE FORMERLY1
WAS PAPAL SECRETARY OF ,

STATE

;

Rome, Dec. 17 The death of Car;
dinal Rampolla, former papal secro-- ,
tary of state, was not made known to
Pope Pius X until this morning. Cardinal Merry del Valla and Monsignor
Giovanni tiressan, the pope's privata
secretary, went to see his holiness at
an early hour, intending to break the
sad news as gently as possible. But
when the pope heard the name of Cardinal Rampolla, coupled with tha
word "indisposition" he grew pale and
beggW them to tell him the tniia
without hesitation, as anxiety and uncertainty affected him more than anything else. The two preiates then
told him that Rampolla was dead.
FORMER CONGRESSMAN SOAKED
New York, Dec. 17. For refusal to
answer questions ou the witness
stand Harry A. Eauberry, congressman, from Brooklyn a decade ago,

was adjudged today to be in
of court and sentenced V
serve 30 days in jail and pay a fine
of $230. Hanberry- refused to f.'it
the disposition of a ohe:k for ;":!,
000 which, fisrured In a suit, The v,
declined to do m, he saM,
advice of counsel.
pt

n-

'

CA!

G.OE'S TO

Denver, Deo. IS.
today that tao
len, charges irttb
Thomas 3, Cbesf;,
jury before t;!:;ht.
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ibl ES TRAVELING

AUDITOR

FOR STATE'S EMBARRASSMENT
Frank Siaplin, in the Farminjjton Enterprise, Calls Attention to
New Mexico's Deplorable Financial Condition and the Chaotic
Situation in Regard to laxation He Traces the Blame to tha
Door of the Governor's Political Pot Boiler, and Gives Clear
Reasons For So Doing

ministration is without much question
the main trouble with the tax system,
and thus, incIie.tt.Yy, the main cause
of the financial failure of the state.
The tax system needs an executive
head and broad practical business
This can bo had as
management
well without a change in the law as
with it, and a hundred chants in the
law without the management will not
Improve the system one Iota. The
office of traveling auditor is the most
important one in connection with the
financial system of the state. It was
so recognized when the constitution
was framed, and in order to keep
some person not possessed with the
experience and ability to fill it, from
dropping into it, as a convention ac
cident, it was made an appointive of

17, 1913.

DECEMBER

MANY VIOLATIONS

PRACTICAL GIFTS FOR

CHRISTMA

OF 16H0UR
L AWS

FOR MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN

RAILROADS BLAME DELAYS TO
TRAINS AS THE MOST FRE- - .
QUENT CAUSES

Washington, Dec. 17. "Violations
of the law limiting the service ot
Frank Staplin ot the Farmfngton salaries might be met in full, but that
detrain employes on American railroads
Enterprise recently published In his the republican state auditor very
to 16 consecutive hours go to the
paper an article calling attention to cidedly refused to make any such
one
no
as
in
and
particu
and
taxation
transfers,
financial
very heart of the efficiency and
the chaotic
condition in New Mexico. By a care- lar cared to be the "it',' to mandamus fice.
safety of train operation," said Com
ful analysis ol the situation he ar- him to do so, the suggestion fell into
In spite of all this the office Is now missioner Charles C. McChord, comrived at the conclusion that the trav- dreamland.
conducted In a manner which invites menting upon a statement Issued to
It is also a matter worthy of con- loose and varigated practices i In the day by the interstate commerce com
eling auditor's office is responsible in
a large measure for New Mexico's sideration that the republican state different counties of the state. As a mission analyainz the monthly reports
present embarrassment. Mr. Stap-lin'- s land commissioner has been able to supervising force it commands neith- of Interstate railroads on hours of
article is worthy of a careful pay all of, his expenses from the small er respect nor consideration, its sug- service during the fiscal year ending
percentage allowed him on leases and gestions being avoided rather than ac June 30, 1913.
perusal. It is as follows:
sales and has, in addition to a" clean cepted.
20
17.
the
Dec.
For
N.
M.,
Santa Fe,
The tendency of the
Nearly 300,000 violations of the
law were reported by 269 railfirst time in 15 years New Mexico is financial sheet, turned in to the state counties is now diverging into that
unable to meet its financial obliga- treasury a surplus of about $13,000; many different ways of handling their roads during the year, the roads subtions. The f,cal year for the state also that the corporation commission, business, and most of the counties mitting various reasons why such
ends on the 30th of November and on of which a majority! Is republican, has are trying to manipulate their assess- violations were necessary. The comments so as to avoid their just share mission's analysis points out, howstriking a balance at the close of the turned in $22,134.15.
year the state auditor and treasurer Yet the democratic state adminis of the state taxes, both ot which evils ever, that while this figure may aplast week; found that they had In the tration finds itself more than $7,000 could have been easily prevented had pear abnormal to the lay mind. It
salary fund only the Insignificant sum shot in salaries, after diartments he given the new county officers, un must be remembered that 251,111
o $19,299.37 against a salary indebt- administered
by republicans, have der the state, the same timely ad- men were employed in handling trains
edness for thtf September, October turned in $35,000 in surpluses, and a vice and assistance that new county during the year and that the excess
and November quarter amounting to republican state senate has eliminat officers, under the territory, had been service probably would not exceed
one instance to each employe.
$26,790.18. As a consequence state ed the cost of a mounted police force. receiving.
officers and clerks received only 70 Perhaps though the democratic state
A full and complete assessment in
"The difference in efficiency and
all the counties, such as the traveling safety of operation between various
per cent of the amounts due them, administration does not object to
and consequnelty there is no aBsur-nc- e few republicans. They may be like auditor could easily have secured railroad systems," Jfr. McChord said
When they will receive the bal- one good natured wag, who express
with the county "is clearly shown by the commission's
through
'
ance.
ing himself on thia phase of the sit officials, and a proper- - supervision analysis in the marked disparity be
This state of affairs naturally uation yesterday said "Sure, them fel would have placed far more proper tween the ratio-- of excess service to
arches a great deal of comment, lers on the company commission and ty on the assessment rolls than the mileage between railroads serving
both political and otherwise. It Is land jobs is doing all right, a few re state board of equalization had there tfracticallv the same territory. For
pointed out by republicans that the publicans always does, and most after their unjust horizontal raises. instance, one of the eastern roads
laBt time there was a shortage, with democrats don't object to a few of Instead of thus fulfilling the oppor oneratina more than 5.300 miles of
which to meet any of the ordinary that kind. Now take me. 1 m a dyed tunities and demands of the occasion tracks, reports 5,224 instances In
the traveling auditor's office has de which trainmen were on duty for pe
running expenses of the common- in the wool
adand
democratic
sir,
was
the
democrat,
during
wealth,
generated into a clearing house for riods longer than those provided by
ministration of 1893 to 1897. During yet even I don't have no kick agin the adjustment ot poTJIcal differen- law; while another road In the same
that four year period, when the gov- a few republicans holding the jobs ces between certain portions of the territory, with a mileage of less than
ernor, secretary of state, all the that bring in the money to run the democratic state administration and 3,500 miles, reports 22,663 such Inin- stances.
judges and their clerks, all members government with, they seem to have other factions of its own party, an
but
opof
their
to
all
the
and
a
attack
that
of
which
a
strument
part
with
"A comparison of the figures sub
right
knack
doing
of the legislature
employes, and all printing and supply they don't know nothing about spend- position party, and a repository for a mitted by two other of the principal
repoifs eastern lines shows, respectively,
bills of the legislature, were paid by ing like the democrats does."
large amount of inacCtrfate
Be that as it may, the outlook for and statistics.
the general government, an indebtedmileage of 2,258, with 5,451 instances
of excessive service as compared with
ness of $122,500 was nevertheless pil- the coming fiscal year for the state
In
ed up as deficiencies, in excess of all of New Mexico is anything but en
HEARD IN EAST LAS VEGAS
2,829 miles and 16,448 instances.
the taxes and other revenues collect- couraging. Tax collections are tied How Bad Backs Have Been Made the prairje country, one road with a
mileage ot 4,755, reports approximate
ed and expended. This deficiency up in many counties by orders of
Strong Kidney Ills Corrected
was met by the issuance of certifi- court on account ot the raises made
All over East Las Vegas you hear it. ly 20,000 instances of excess service.
cates of indebtedness authorized by by tho democratic board of equaliza- - j Doan's Kidney Pills are keeping up while another road in the same terthe first republican legislature which tion on the rolls for 1913, and of; the good work. East Las Vegas peo ritory, with more than 7,500 miles of
met after the change of administra- course the counties not tied up will ple are telling about It telling of bad tracks, reports only 2,310 instances
tion and every dollar of it was paid not pay until they see what the oth- backs made sound t again. You can olj excess seiOA
t
off within five years by means of a ers do. The question of whether or believe tne testimony oi your own
"In he soutliweV
territory one
are
While
taxes
the
1912
and
former
purpose.
tnan
6,400 miles
less
not the.
ben
the
special levy for
tell
it
for
road,
operating
They
townspeople.
this was being liquidated every do- collectable at all is being contested efit of you who are suffering. If of tracks, reports approximately 1,700
while anllar contracted by the administrations before the supreme court and should
your back aches, if you feel lame, sore instances of excess service,
which followed, and every cent appro- both these cases be decided in favor and miserable.lf the kidneys move too other line, similarly situated, geopriated by the legislature was met of the stale, which is not at all like- frequently, or passages are painful, graphically, reports only 280 instances
and paid, and a surplus gradually ly, the delays and the three years for
on a mileage of more than 7,504 miles.
scanty and off color, use Doan's Kidbuilt up, which at the time New Mex- redemption at only 12 per cent per
A corresponding comparison between
ney Pills, the remedy that has helped
ico become a state, aggregated about year penally instead of 18 per cent, so
two roads in the northwestern section
and
friend3
neighof
your
many
two million dollars. The greater part will causa many to allow their taxes
shows a mileage of
bors. Follow this East Las Vegas citi- of the country
8,000 miles with less
of this surplus is made up of various to run until a more convenient time. zen's advice and
approximately
a
chance
give Doan's
funds which are for certain special
than 800 instances of excess service,
Many reasons, excuses and argu- to do the same for you.
school
of
various
while another road, with less than
ments are advanced for this tangle
purposes, such as the
Mrs. Garfield Fishburn, 417 Tenth
trust funds, etc., but the salary fund tax matters and consequent shortage
reports nearly
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: 10,000 miles of, line,
and all others which were available of mouey. One bunch says it is be street,
6,000 instances of excess service."
"The worth of Doan's Kidney Pills
within
McChord,
Commissioner
for transfer, have been entirely de- cause we are having democratic hard
has been fully demonstrated by their
.
..in:...
pleted since January, 1912. In this times nationally, ana wo are wnuu, use in our home. Besides my own ex whose supervision comes the actual
connection we might also mention to admit that; another bunch says
administration of the hours of service
one other of our family has
that there has been a very persistent that it is because we are a state and perience,
act, directed the preparation of the
Pills and the re
rumor to the effect that certain dem- have more expenses to pay, and we used Doan's Kidney
been highly satisfactory. analysis.
The law provides a maximum of
ocratic state officials suggested and admit that, but call attention to the sults have
are fine kidney medl 16
hours as the limit of continuous
even mildly urged, that some of these fact that we have more than three We know they
funds might be transferred to the times as much property from which cine."
service for trainmen engaged in the
For sale by all dealers. Price E0
physical operation of trains. This
salary fund at this time, so that state to pay it; another bunch says that it cents. Foster-MilburBuffalo, law
Co.,
we
ana
tax
laws,
admittedly is being violated conis due to the bad
New York, sole agents for the United
the
to
attention
call
but
tinually
admit that,
by the railroads many times
States.
The carriers- are reHARD CRUST
unavoidaibjy.
fact that they have never been any
name Doans and
the
Remember
the
to
others
each instance in
say
report
quired
bad;
thing else but
which an employe served more than
entire trouble ia with the courts, oth- - take no other. Adv.
16 hours consecutively, a. fine of $500
it. to the assessors, others to
BABY'S HEAD
Colds Cause Headache and Grip
iha rmntv commissioners, and still
being the penalty for failure to retabLAXATIVE
BROMO
QUININE
we
and
agree
others to the taxpayers,
port
little Pimples All Over Body. Fret- that all of them are right, in a meas- lets remove cause. There is only One The anaylsls shows that derailted All the Time. Itched So Could ure. But while all of these excuses "BROMO QUININE." It has signature ments afforded the most prolific
cause of excess service, 88,317 cases
Not Sleep, Used Cuticura Soap are being mado every man who has of E. W. GROVE on box. 25c.
assessbeing attributed by the carriers to
and Ointment One Month and He been close enough to the tax
'
Not Beyond Help at 87
of New Mexico
that generic cause. In 33,36ft Incollections
ments
and
g
Was Entirely Well.
weakness
bladder
for the past 12 years to understand stiffness In joints, weak, inactive kid stances, the delays were due to
" My baby had a hard why they went along smoothly and ney action and rheumatio pains, are coupler and drawbar defects, while
Prlnevlllo, Ore.
crust on top of his head. It started by little well, with the laws as bad as they all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs, 17,753 cases were attributed to misKrcs and all over his body he had little were, knows that it was almost en- Mary A, Dean, 47 E. Walnut St., Taun cellaneous car defects. Landslides,
ton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my
pimples. His body was one
were reported
mass of sores and he frvttod
tirely due to the management of the 87th birthday, and thought I was be- high water and fires
as responInvolved,
carriers
the
ell the time.
It itched so traveling auditor, who for nine years yond' the reach of medicine, but Foley by
badly that he could not sleep. .before statehood, visited every coun- Kidney Pills have proved most bene sible for 17,985 cases; and congestion
ficial In my case. O. G. Schaefer, of traffic resulted In 13,812 employes
"I tried so many remedies
ty two, three, and four times each Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
"i
a
railed; none
followto
be
exceeding the limit of service. In
a
system
year, laid down
helped hltn. The trouble had
lasted for three months before
10,620 Instances the excess service
ed uniformly in all of the counties in
Man
The
Who Neglects Himself
obI used Cuticura Soap and all matters where there was no law
When his condition points to kidney was caused by track defects and
Ointment. As Boon as I used
In
collisions
not
structions
resulting
risk.
to cover, advised all assessors and trouble takes an unwise over
them It T&8 only an hour when ho felt reand soreness
the kid or derailments; while 9,910 cases
lief; he went to sleep and slept sound. I commissioneriTwhat to do, and how neys, pain
nervous or dizzy spells, poor were
due primarly to collisions.
only used Cuticura Soap and Ointment one to do it, gave the different counties
sleep, are all symptoms that will dismonth and he wasentirely well." (Signed)
Under
the heading of "engine deunderappear with the regular use of Foley
to understand that attempts to
Mrs. Alice Kachor, Sept. 24, 1912.
the
instances of excess servPills.
15,507
kidneys
put
They
lays"
Kidney
the
purpose
for
value, their property
and
a
in
and
bladder
clean,
strong
ice
were
AND
state
BLACKHEADS
FOR PIMPLES
reported as attributable to
of avoiding their just share of
healthy condition. O. G. Schaefer, miscellaneous mechanical defects,
'and
tolerated,
be
The following Is a most effective and ecoRed Cross Drug Store. Adv.
taxes would not
while other engine delays usually Innomical treatment: Gently smear the afled every official from county assessor
fected parts with Cuticura Ointment, on the
to the operation of trains,
cident
that
understand
to
Guarding Against Croup
end of the flniter, but do not rub. Wash oft to state treasurer
la were responsible for nearly 10,000 adThe
best
croup
against
him
safeguard
he
if
for
the Cuticura Ointment in five minutes with It would be unpleasant
a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar ditional cases.
Cuticura Soap and hot water and continue
failed to do his duty as a cog in the Compound In the house. P. H. Glnn,
"AS a result of the prosecutions
bathing for some minutes. This treatment wheel, whether the law specified just Middleton, Ga., writes: "My children
is best on rising and retiring. At other
instituted
and did a are very susceptible to croup, easily
by the commission," the
times use Cuticura Soap freely for the toilet what that duty was or not,
I
them
cold.
out, "the number of
catch
Foley's
analysis
points
tax
give
the
to
in
inflammaand bath, to assist
keep
preventing
thousand other things
In Instances of excess service reported
and
and1
Tar
Compound
Honey
of
the pores.
unition, irritation and clogging
system running sm6othly and
every instance they get prompt relief during the last six months, as comSold throughout the world. Sample of each
and are soon cured. We keep it at
formly throughout the state.
Skin Rook. Address
Eiailed free, with 32-auO. 0. pared with the corresponding figures
home and prevent croup."
d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
The Inefficiency of the traveling
Store.
- Schaefer, Red Ciots
for preceding years, has shown a
Drug
"M en who shave and shampoo with
additor's office under the present
Adv.
will undit best for skin and scalp,
marked reduction."

We are showing an unusually large and attractive line of useful and
practical articles especially suitable for gifts.
Also an excellent variety of Christmas Novelties including the newest
and best ideas of the season. Look over our line before making your selectionsyou will find many things to interest you.
Here are a few suggestions

For Men

For Women

Ties and Handkerchief Sets
Neckwear
Shirts
.1
Handkerchiefs
Bathrobes
Smoking Jackets

Neckwear
Handkerchiefs
Hosiery
Bathrobes

y

'.

'

Gloves

Mufflers
Knitted Scarfs
Sweaters
Fur Sets
Lace Lingerie
Boudoir Caps
,
Slippers
Toilet Sets
Parisian Ivory Articles

Socks
Shaving Sets
Gillette Safety Razor
Desk Sets
Smoking Sets

For Children

'

Gloves
Mufflers

Slippers

'

Sweaters
Headwear
Fur Sets
Gloves and Mittens
Toys '
Dolls
Books
Dishes

Coats
Work Boxes
Air Guns

Furniture Sets
Blocks
Moving Picture Machines

American Model Builder for Boys

The most instructive as well a.s interesting toy on the market

I

OUR. ANNUAL

DECEMBER.

GREEN TAG SALE
Continues until the evening of Dec. 24

Tj

EVERYTHING ONE THIRD OFF
FEW
SHOES, TOYS. DOLLS, HOLIDAY GOODS
YfTOX
1
WE
HAVE
WHICH
LINES
OVER
A
ED
CONTROL
Wir
AND A

RESTRICT--

NO

.

L

.

.

SALE PRICES FOR CASH ONLY
(TtftaVeAsiLoodirtdSiore

STORE

f

jy

CPEN

STORE

V

EVENINGS

EVENINGS

3

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00
9

SURPLUS
'

lib..

',

$50,000.00

1r

J. M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.

t.

INTEREST PAID ON

TIIVLE

DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

n

'

CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30,000.00

Office with (he San Miguel National Bank
WM. O. HATDON
K. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS

....

:

.

..

...

.

1

.

President

.vice President
Treasurer

Interest PeJd On Deposits

Sleep-disturbin-

JjacK-ache-

p.

post-car-

,

"My belief Is," said Commissioner In excess of nine consecutive hours.
McChord, "that the carriers Involved The total number of violations ot ih'.s
will concede to the commission's law as shown by the analysis, was
analysis of their reports such a de- 2C.58S, while it is noted that in
gree of attention as will enable them, 4,544 instances telegraph operators
by apprising themselves of the pre- In offices operated only In daytime
ventable causes of excess service, to were on duty for longer periods than
eliminate the .majority of instances thirteen hours.
an which employes heretofore have
The total
excess
been permitted or required to remain
on duty for longer periods than 1G
consecutive hours."
Under the head of "Employes In
Train Service," the analysis shows
an aggregate of 878 instances in which
an aggregate of 878 instances In
which employes returned to duty after sixteen hours continuous service
without having had at least ton consecutive hours off duty, while- 274
of such employes were returned to
duty after sixteen hours of continuous service without having had eight
consecutive hours off duty.
The law requires that telegraph
operators employed by railroads In
train operations, shall not bo on duty
-

number of cases of
service of all classes reported by the
railroads for the fiscal year was
The report eays it is not to be
assumed this number comprehends
all the instances In which employes
of railroads were on duty during the
year In excess of the statutory
299,-95-

3.

periods.

"To the lay mind that contemplates
the economic aspect of an industrial
situation la which during a single

the year,
in addition to the vast number of
telegraphers; and of the number of
trains operated In order' to provide
employment for so many men, one
almost marvels that the volume of
traffic could have been transported,
with such a small proportion of ex-- .
cess service."
On July l, 1913, in various judicial
districts of the United States, 216
cases Involving an aggregate of 2,477
separate violations of th hours of
service act, were pending, while 258
counts were pending on appeal.
Up tot November 1, 1913, the totar
penalties collected from the railroads
because of violations of this law
amounted to $156,652.14, of which
$14,500 has been assessed because of
failure of the carriers to report spe
ciflo Instances of excess service.
In train service alone during

year nearly 300,000 men should have
been responsible for the operation of
trains for periods In excess of those
Wanted Oood, clean rags.
prescribed by law," says the report,
"these figures may appear abnormal; per pound. Optio Office.
but when cognizance Is taken of the
fact that 251,111 men were employed
Subscribe for The Optla.

5

cents

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,
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A FEW SUGGESTIONS:
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC

CHAFING DISH
ELLCTRIC
TEA SAMOVAR
ELECTRIC
TRAVELER'S STOVE ELECTRIC
TEAPOT
COOKER
FOOD WARMER
ELECTRIC
FRYING PAN
GENERAL

Just the thing for preparing a winter
ing's refreshments.
in

15

,

COFFEE POT
UTILITY MOTOR
ELECTRIC WATER HEATER

TOASTER-STOV-

HEATING PAD
PLATE WARMER
:
EGG BROIllER
CIGAR LIGHTER
DISC STOVE
CURLING IRON

ELECTRIC CORN POPPER
ELECTRIC RADIANT TOASTER
ELECTRIC

VACUUM CLEANER

ELECTRIC TABLE LAMP
ELECTRIC BROILER
ELECTRIC SAUCE PAN

ELECTRIC LUMINOUS RADIATOR
ELECTRIC DINING ROOM SET
ELECTRIC TRAVELER'S IRON
ELECTRIC WAFFLE IRON
ELECTRIC SEWING MACHINE
MOTOR
ELECTRIC SHAVING MUG
ELECTRIC (IMMERSION HEATE.
ELECTRIC FOOT WARMEn
ELECTRIC TEA KETTLE
ELECTRIC DOMESTIC IRON
ELECTRIC COFFEE PERCOLATOR
ELECTRIC HOT PLATE

See Our Window Display

Special Prices for Christmas on All Appliances

Electric Chafing Dish
Price $7.35

GRID
MILK WARMER
GRIDDLE CAKE

JIT"

S

...

, ....

-

...

,

Special Prices for Christ
mas on All Appliance

'.v

even-

Electric Grill
Price $3.45

Average dishjprepared

minutes
-

' Tf '"if

v

Cooks, fries, boils, broils, bakes.
used an hour for 8 cents

1
k

x-

li
Electric Flat Iron
Price $3.00

2

-

f

'

'V

'

Can be

"
.

wt h it

for
El Tostovo
Price $2.00

The most useful Chistmas present. Iron in
comfort for 4 cents an hour

combination electric toaster and stove.
Meets the demands for a quick toaster. Also
boils and fries
A

u

Merry Christmas
&5i

V

-

w

-

V7

1

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,
inHWR

.

Electric Percolator Coffee
Pot
Seven cups of coffee in ten minutes

Price $5.50

615

'

Douglas Avenue

.SiHST
Hr.

mm

Electric Toaster
TP
Popcorn oa an Electric Toaster Stove pleases the children.
No burned corn, no standing over a hot stove. Let the
kiddies do it
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toast, piping hot, made right on tin
table
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Within' the next 24 hours the Com- developed and in full operation these
mercial clublJtand to the head quarries will give employment to
tS.fH. PADGETT.........
.Editor, offices of the Santa. Fe railway in thousands of men.
The white and red stone lies in
Chicago the plans drawn by Archi
tect E..'iW.flRsjt f&rithe proposed juxtaposition, north, south and west
county xhitAfcsuilif;n to be located of the city, extending far a distance
on the railway's property near the of 15 miles. Samples of these sand
passenger station. These plaus will stones have been examined by the
loitered at the poetoffic at East be accompanied by;, an art'.c'.e. pre best known architects.
New York,
Emm Vegas, New Mexico, for transpared by 'Jgffefn Raynolds, who la Philadelphia, ChicagVJBoston and St.
mission through the United States actively interested in
promoting the Louis and they pronounce them of
tmlle as eecond class matter.
betterment' f 4jt4 Vegas, stating the the highest qualify, easily worked
and re when first quarried and quickly hardmany natural advantages
sources
this
and ened by exposure. Messrs. Burnham
possessed
city
by
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
the surrounding country. The arricle & Root, who built the Montezuma
Carrier
Daily, by
is well written and convincing. Las hotel at the Hot Springs, Las Vegas,
r
uopy
1 .1,5
will be bettw informed upon said of this stone: "The strength of
Vegans
Oae Week
.15
Mil ich are fnnA.MA nt mnlr. its
subiects
to
resistance powers is
One Month
.65
bitter boosters if they read any sand stone we know superior
them
ing
will
of.
It
nfi Year
7.50
this article from the pen pf an old- - last In perfection, as It hardens by
Dally, by Mall
timer. BVr this reason it is published exposure."
$6.00
vjne year (in advance)
evening. It is as follows:
It will last In perfection, as it hardSix Months (In advance)
. 3.00 thisWhen
the
United
States
ens
first
I
army
hy exposure."
One Year (In arrears)
7.50
It has truthfully been said that if
Six Months (In arrears)
!. 3.75 occupied the various posts in New
Mexico there was a young officer sta all the cities of the world "were destioned at Fort Union, near Las Ve troyed at 'one time Las Vegas could
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
j
gas, who was famous for his fine furnish stone to rebuild them and not
GROWER
physical development and general miss the stone.
.
Oae Year
$2.00 athletic ability.
The
Oil Prospects Good
goes that
Wfct Months
.
. 1.00 an invalid' health seekerstory
from the east
Practical oil experts of the Standwas much impressed with the health ard Oil company have, reported favori
and strength of the robust young of- ably on the.. shale formations which
(Cash in Advance for Mall
"
ficer and Inquired of him how he adjoin Las" Vegas.
j
j
For eight miles
Subscriptions)
Remit by check, draft or money might acjtfrre the same qualities. He east this shale exists in mass and is
wrder. If cent otherwise we will not was informed that the climate and regarded by geologists as the factory
waters cf this section were wonder- of petroleum, natural gas and kindred
Re responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application. ful in their powers of producing cures products. Mr. Rathborn of Colorado
for almost all forms of, physical ail- so
reported at. one time. No systemHe offered himself as evV atic development has been attempted.!
ments,.:
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
dencl, stating that when he came to Local brick manufacturers use this
EXPIRATION OF TIME
this country he wai an absolute phy- shale successfully in making a su
PAID FOR
sical wreck. ''Oh," he further said, perior quality of brick. The practi
"this is a most wonderful country. cally inexhaustible quantity of 6hale
Advertisers are guaranteed the There is a peculiar combination of of purest
quality makes it a resource
targest dally and weekly circulation latitude and altitude here that rarely of importance when put into articles
of any newspaper in northern New exists anywhere. It produces an Ideal of
Commercial value.
Mexico.
summer climate and in the main mild
The possibilities of this shale In
winter weather. You see that burro connection with the lime and asbestos
grazing over there on the hillside? for commercial purposes give to Las
TELEPHONES
Why, when I came here five years Ve.?as treat advantages which only
BJuslness Office
2
Main
that burro was merely a jackr want the hand and biin of enterago,
Hews Department
Main 9
rabbit."
prise to develop.
Nothing further need be said as to
Las Vegas Land Grant
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1913. the climatic resources of this section.
Any account of Las Vegas would
The Hot Springs of Las Vegas have
be incomplete which did not touch
cured many cases of rheumatism and
TIOWjrilEtf TALK ABOUT kindred ailments that wer chronic upon the subject of the first settlers
TJICTtISELVKS
who came in 1835. At that time a
and failed to respond to treatment
of 436,000 acres of land was
grant
anywhere else. Scenery at the Hot
made to the town" of Las Vegas by
I'y Judicious use of scissors and
of
one
affords
the
greatest
Springs
.pasta- the" editor of the Wichita Eagle
attraction of the whole Rocky Moun- the constituted authorities of Mexico.
After the close of the war with Mexgathered two gems from Kansas pa- tains
system and presents most atico in IStS, the title to this grant
pers concerning aewspapers and tractive haunts for
pleasure resorts.
newspaper men. Here they are:
Near these springs are located the was approved under the treaty of
Keep Whistling
Guadalupe Hidalgo and confirmed by
properties of the Canyon Lime
Somebody m.ist have been "rag-ins- ''
has extensive holdings of act of congress in ISfiO and patent
the Ottawa HeralJ, which says:
lime cover-ove- r Issued to the town of Las Vegas in
inexhaustible
"Of course this Isn't a perfect practically
1P03 for 4:!t,000 acres, 65.000 acres
six hundred acres. Scientific
but everybody expects the
e
tests bIiow the product of these hold being cut off by reason of the
mewspapers to get all the news, print
numwhich
Grant,
that
overlaps
ings to be the purest carbonate of
it the day it happens, get every line lime
known to the world. Any one ber of acres on the west.
f it, and get it right; regardless of
The following matter refers to
familiar with the great commercial
."how much it is, how hard it is to get,
some
of the early conditions as they
value of this product will realize its
3how many persons try to keep It out
existed from a Las Vegas point of
Worth to the community.
of the paper, how many try to get A short distance above the Hot view prior to 1879 and before the ad
.stuff in the paper that isn't news, or
vent of the Santa Fe Railway system
Jftow poorly the contributed matter is Springs the formation changes into into New Mexico:
extent and commercial
written. These things make no dif- grapholite, the
At that time all the freight for Old
of which is not known as no
value
ference to the man who can't see any
Mexico
Mexico, Arizona and New
done.
been
value
hs
which
of
.reason for the paper to fall down on
from
.caone
the
river
Missouri
into
Further along, as you approach the
such a simple little day's work as
occurs extensive and Las Vegas. That for Taos and Mora
mountains
est,
the above outlined Job."
well defined fissure), veins of asbestos went north from here; that for the
A Hpt Job
wide and plainly lower Pecos country went southwest
This also appears to be a hard, which are
thousands
of feet on down the Pecos river; that for Sanfor
traceable
;2ard world from the viewpoint of the
mineral ta Fe and the upper Rio Grande valSverett Enterprise, which observes: the surface. This fire proof
world ley went via Santa Fe over the
the
value
a
wool
has
market,
"The stork disappears and we look
Fe trail, and all the
Into the cradle and behold a male over, it does not exist anywnere freight for Old Mexico points, El Paso,
so
and
in
else
such
large quantities
hild. After running the gauntlet of
Silver City, I,as Cruces, Tucson and
measles mumps an4 chicken pox he accessible to market
Arizona points was haulfd on a high
of
value
One
'ffrVftaia'':nhr'lhe
nters school. At the age of 10 he is
line
of wagon road south from Anton-chicand asbestos
a. red headed, freckle faced boy and
and east of the Rio Grande
commercial
of
the terror of the neighborhood. ;,:At 12 in the manufacturing
most of the way in order to avoid the
what
money
articles
'will;
recognize
3he Is apprentice in a printing office.
are here await- Glorieta divide and the deep sands of
JVt 18 he has acquired two! 'cases of making possibilities
the Rio Grande valley.
and
enterprise.
long primer and an armyJSfess,- and ing capital
Should the Santa Fe company com
Near El Porvenlr, where igneous
is the editor of a country newspaper.
the proposed Dodge
plete
defined
well
is
there
rocks
a'
appear,
At 20 he is married. At 30 he 1i
build a line from Las Vegas
line
and
Volcanic
bald headed, stoop shouldered and contact of sedimentary and
to Vaughn, it would occupy the coun
Min
The
Romero
mineralized.
the father of a large, family. At 35 rock
has a tunnel 700 feet try as It was before, on the shortest
8 Is a corpse in a cheap pine coffin ing company
This company lines, lowest grades and best water
Into
mountain.
the
and as 500 delinquent subscribers
surface," exten- - privileges. The cost of construction
near
has
the
look
found,
last
ile past his bier for th
Bive
indications of molybdenum, an from 'here to' Vaughn, while expenthey are heard to say: 'He was a
much
HiVe,
out
has
merit
'.
in
cutting
and of
sood fellow, but he couldn't save his elementary ; metalvery (rare
alue. : They are the Glorieta grades and. curves and
commercial
great
Tioney.'"
a short line to El Paso over
running fhe tunnel '.to develop the gives
H
El Paso and Southwestern in the
the
proposition.
IMMIGRATION MEETING
event of washouts in the Rio Grande
Generally speaking, this contact ex
La., Deo. 17. The
Shreveport,
Valley. Rest of all It would enable
50
Southwestern
Immigration associa- tends fronf the Glorieta mountains
the railroad to haul the Phelps-Dodgnear
.tto
mines
Bouth
Morena
miles
the
attract
tion, which Is endeavoring to
coal from the mines to Vaughn at
inan
capital and a desirable class of Immi Elizabethtown, 75, miles north
less than it no wcosts them and
of
viting field, jfof prospectors.
grants to aid in the development
result in a good profit to the
thus
Farming
t.he southwestern states, held a meet
'
road.
a
ls
large
atten
to
Las
Vegas
Tributary
ing in this city today. The
at it is not necessary to apologize for
Iance included numerous railroad im- area of irrjgabje lands, estimated
these suggestions as a Las Vegan
The
acres.
thousand
migration agents and representatives over one hundred
or- Mora and La Cueya systems contain promoted, graded, tied and bridged
and
development
rntft commercial
Oklahoma, twiuty thousand acres, the Hand sys the Pueblo and Arkansas Valley line
throughout
ganizations
tem thirty tiousarid acres, the Wat- - which put the Santa Fe Into Colorado
Louisiana.
Texas, Arkansas
rous and Cherry valley ten thousand business in 1875. He was one of
acres. Las Vegas tei thousand acres Messrs. Nickerson and Strong's acEXPENDITURES
PROBE ROAD'S
thou tive friends in the Santa Fe system
Boston, Deo. 17. The Massach- Pecos valley and Tecolqt.e thirty
acres.
during the first 10 or 15 years of its
commission
sand
today
usetts public service
"unStone
Good
history in New Mexico, in what we
of
Building
alleged
an
investigation
"tH'gan
stones
sand
the
of
An
examination
then called the "ornamental directderground" expenditures of money
Las
at
mountains
&
s
ors."
the
of
base
Haven
at
the
New
toy the New York,
condi
Knowing that the ethics of scienti"Hartford Railroad company during Vepras reveals an. abnormal
resources suf fic railway construction and operafte period covered by the last ses- tion which alone has
to support a large city. When tion justify large expenditures In or
stale.
ficient
this
in
the
of
legislature
sion
40-f-

This drouth period was very hard on
some of Mr. Bigler's neighbors, who
had planted early and had neglected
nit- to conserve their moisture by cultivation after the rains. Mr. Bigler's experience iltfs summer demonstrates
clearly the wisdom of summerj.f allowing for lack of labor and horse power. One should rotatte crops, alternatder to reduce cost of operating over
AT
RIGHT
ing corn and beans or other cultivata long period, we have always felt ed crops with small grains.
. . .
AND
sure that the company would build
the Dodge City and Colmor line, cut
A Danger Signal
ting out the Raton mountains and
Hoarseness in a child that is subalso cutting out the Glorieta divide
ject to croup is a sure sign of an apby building from near Las Vegas to proaching attack. Give Chamberlain's
Vaughn. Both of these objectionable Cough Remedy as soon as the child
almost entirely becomes hoarse and the attack may
features exist
because the early management was be warded off. For "sale by all dealengaged in heading off tne Denver ers. Adv.
!
and Rio Grande lines, which at that pe
riod threatened the Santa Fe's terri FRUIT GROWERS TO ORGANIZE
tory, ..This fact operated' largely
Walla Walla, Wash., Deo. 17. Ortion in the London
investment maragainst their building on the most ganization of the fruit growers of Boston in its new club house tomor ket
react
might
here and
row
The
unfavorably
football
Monevening.
which
feasible and practical., lines.
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
interfere with attempts to bring but
A real north and south line of rail tana is to be completed at a confer- was used in the Yale game will be on
new capital issues. Sentiment was'
way from Denver, Colorado, to El ence of leading men of the Industry exhibition at the dinner and little bearish
but no heavy selling was' atPaso, Texas, is demanded by the geo- in this city tomorrow. The new or- gold footballs will be presented as
and after the market" 'had
tempted,
to
souvenirs
the
members of the win
graphy and topography of the country ganization will be known as the
fallen back from the
team.
opening level,
leaa
Protective
business
as
ning,
called
Deciduous
for
and
proposi- Northwest
t
renewed strength developed in spots.
tion. Denver and El Paso are prac- gue. It wiill concern itself with ev'
Bonds were irregular.
a erything relating to the fruit busitically in the same longitude;
"The Best Medicine I Ever U3ed"
Reduction
of
the
short
interest, took
straight line drawn from Denver to ness except marketing, price making
"Chamberlain's Tablets ts the best all the snap out of the
market, but
aims
Its special
IJl Paso on a correct map practically ajnd distributing.
medicine I ever used for constipation, prices were well sustained.
Central
secure
uniform
to
J
laws
will
Colorado
be
regu
Springs',
passes through
biliousness and headache." writes Leather
a
on dividend dePueblo,
.Trinidad, Las Vegas and lating the size of apple boxes, apple Mrs. A W. Milne, St. George, Utah. clarations.gained half
Wabash was liquidated on
Vaughn,
connecting at the laftet packs and grades, to eliminate orch- These tablets arevery effectual, easy the
prospect of 'drastic reorganization
point with the Belen cutoff nd the ard pests, and to handle matters of and pleasant to take. For gale by all and
dropped to, 81.
El Paso and southwestern line.
demurrage and freight rates.
dealers. Adv.
The realizing in Union Pacific and
The future of this vast : Rocky
heaviness of Amalgamated, which
Mountain region, with its untold re- '
Coughs That Prevent Sleep
lost
a point, contributed to a late
if
are
and
These coughs
wearing
sources from Denver to the City of
can run one down
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
fall in prices. Recessions generally
on,"
"hang
they
Mexico, will continue to develop physlccally and lower the vital resisChicago, Dec. 17...WJaeatioday were slight. The bears showed some
large possibilities for a north and tance to disease. Mr. Bob Ferguson, showed firmness,
largely the result timidity in putting out stock, in view
south line built ou the eastern slopes. 319 Pine St., Green Bay, Wise, writes: of adverse
harvest of stability of recent weak issues.
bad
reports
a
with
"I
was
troubled
concerning
greatly,
There is scarcely. a mile of the whole
me awake nighU. returns In Argentina and because of
that
The market closed easy. Iron and
kept
cough
distance not within wagon haul or Two small bottles of Foley's Honey less favorable
news from Austra- steel trade weekly reviews were not
crop
easy branch lines that does npt pbs- and Tar Compound completely cured lia. The
opening, which vareid from reassuring enough to stop the late
sess a valuable product awaiting me." u. g. scnaeier, ttea uross urug a
shade lower to
cent advance, was downward tendency. Reading and sev-erAdv.
Store.
transportation facilities; coal, iron,
followed by a moderate 'rise all
other leading Issues were offered
lead
and
agrigold, silver, copper,
MINERAL PRODUCTION GAINS
around. Closing prices wer6 steady, more freely and dipped below yestercultural products, along the whole
cent lower.
Washington Dec. 17. Utah holds unchanged to
day's final figures. The last sales
district.
a unique position among the metal
Lightness of offerings carried the were:
Dry Farming
producing states in the diversity of corn market higher. ' Prices started Amalgamated Copper
69
Early in November a committee Its mineral output, according to a re- unchanged to
cent up and scored Sugar, bid
92
from the Commercial c'ub Visited a port issued by the United States geo a further material gain. The close Northern Pacific
106
large number of dry farms lying with- logical survey. While the state does was steady at
to
.
cent net de- Reading
161
:
in a radius of 10 miles from Las Ve- not rank first in the production of cline.
Southern Pacific
86
gas. It was impossible to visit all of any particular metal, it stands well
Oats hardened with corn. ' Busi- Tjnion Pacific
151
the farms, but those that the com- among the leaders in the production ness, however, was of only a scatter- United States Steel
55
mittee saw evidenced most satisfac- of gold, silver, copper, lead, zino and ing sort
'
104
United States Steel, ifL,.
minerals. As compared
tory results from this year's farming vanadium
Fiai sales of provisions ranged
constates It ranks second from five cent decline to a shade adthe
other
with
The
feed
raised
crops
operation.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
sist principally of millet and cane. in silver, third in lead, fourth in cop- vance, but then the market climbed.
Kansas
zinc.
oat.R
seventh
in
in
sixth
to
City, Mo., Dec. 16. Hogs,
been
and
and
have
per,
grown
gold
Barley
The closing quotations were as fola considerable extent and a number The copper output is the most Im lows:
receipts 14,000. Market 5 cents lower. Bulk $7.257.60; heavy $7.50
of places visited showed satisfactory portant in poiint of value.
Wheat, May 92; July 88.
7.70; packers and butchers $7.40
corn.
Mexican
The
of
tonnage!
yields
Corn, Dec. 70; May 70.
Lame back may come from over7.65; lights $7.257.55; pigs $6.50
of feed on some of the farms is as
Oats, May 42; July 41.
'
work, cold settled in the muscles of
7.25.
foIli.vs:
Pork, Jan. $20.72; May $20.20.'
the back, or from disease. In the two
75 tons former cases
Cattle, receipts 6,000. Market steaHenry Reichert .'...!'.
the right remedy is
Lard, Jan. $10.70; May $11.
dy. Prime fed steers
75 tons BALLARD'S
It ' Ribs, Jan.
Jacob Regher
SNOW LINIMENT.
$S.4010;
$10.82; May $11.07. dressed beef steers
C. C. Bigler
.....200 tons should be rubbed in thoroughly over
$6.908.25;
southern
western steers $67.75;
75 tons the affected part, the relief will be
Good Bros
prompt and satisfactory. Price 25c,
heifNEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
cows
steers
75 tons 50e and
Peter Anderson
$4.407;
$5.507;
$1.00 per bottle. Sold by
New York, Dec. 17. The market ers $69.50;
stockers and feeders
50 tons Central Drug Co. Adv.
Henry Smith
made little progress in either direc- $5.607.75; bulls $57; calves $6.50
50 tons
W. F. Calhoun
TO DINE GRIDIRON TEAM
tion during the morning. Reduced 11.
The opinion of. 90 per cent of the
Boston, Deo. 17. The members of production of Steel mills and further
Market stea
Sheep, receipts 9,000.
farmers visited is that they could in"
crease the tonnage of food value of the victorious Harvard football team cuts in prices afforded a pretext for dy. Lambs $7.257.85; yearlings
wethers
these crops 100 per cent by putting will be guests of honor at a dinner sales of the stock companies. Bears $5.506.75;
$4.505.25;
it away in silos, thus eliminating the to be given by the Harvard Club of also professed fear that the conges ewes $44.75.
waste occasioned in drying out of the
feed and the greater waste of blowing away in the process of feeding
to stock. There Is a movement now
on foot to assist six of these farmers
to build silos. The type recommended is the Common Sense silo, which
Is octogonal in shape and built from
2x4 lumber. It is thought to be the
best for this dry country as its construction is such that the shrinkage
with stave silos is largely eliminated.
It is estimated that these silos can be
constructed at a cost not to exceed
it being understood in
$125 each,
this connection that the farmers do
their own construction, perhaps under the guidance of an experienced
.,
builder.,
The committee was most pleased
n
with the results obtained by N. S.
in handling 100 steers. A year
The children welcomed will see an unexampkJ display
ago, when Mr. Belden bought these
of Toys and Dolls and enjoy wholesome
s,teers,.the average weight was about
i)00j pounds.
They were yearlings and
lean at the time. These cattle had
no feed through the winter with the
exception of about 30 tons of roughnew mechanical toys and have a very
Let them see
age, which- - they ate only in time ot
oil
or
no
cake.
corn
had
time
i,i
storm,, They,
enjoyablejjand; instructive
..
("
These steers are now well grown and
In fit condition to go to killers. The
average weight of the entire lot we
should
judge to be about 1,000
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TOYLAND OPEN
ON THE BALCONY

REALISTIC "TRIP AROUND THE

TOLD"

Bel-de-

entertainment

.

BRING ALL THE CHILDREN
the

pounds.

Mr.

Belden's

experience

leads the committee to believe that
with the use of silos where one has
less range than has Mr. Belden, young
cattle could be handled that would
show each year a gross profit of 100
per cent.
Most noticeable and worthy of
comment, In the idea, of the committee, was the success attained this season by C. C. Bigler. Mr. Bigler followed the Campbell system as carefully as possible, doing his plowing
in the fall and winter. The six or
seven inches of rainfall occurring in
the month of June was conserved by
him by discing his land four or five
times. His feed 'crops were not
planted until July. They sprouted
readily and grew steadily through
several weeks of continued drouth.
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Majestic.

Keystone Comedy

a well known resident
of Mora, came In last night for a
F
brief visit.
Dr. C. S. Losey left this afternoon
for Santa Fe where he will be on
business for a short time.
George , Parker, Jr., came in yesterday afternoon from his home in
for a few days' visit in this
Denver
.'i
city.
Robert L. M. Ross returned this
afternoon" from El Paso where he has
been on business for the past few
days.
H, M. Johnson and E. M. Johnson,
both of Albuquerque, came in yesterday 'evening for, a. ishort business
'

'

visit

Mrs. C. B.' Barnes of RIbera is in

Las Vegas as the guest of relatives
and will remain for the next" few
days.
M. A. Van Houten and X. lV.' Rlck-- r
came In this afternoon from their
homes at Shoemaker for a short business visit.
Mr, and "jirs. E. L. Hartley of
Dorrey, N. M!, "arrived in the city
last night and will be visitors for
the next week.
E. A. Allen, a well known cattle
man from Emporia, Kas., arrived in
s
Las Vegas last night for a ehort
visit here.
Joe Ament, who has been visiting
relatives in the southern part of the
state for the past few days, returned
borne this afternoon.
Mrs. M. B. Richards, of Mobile,
Ala., arrived in Las Vegas last night
and will be a visitor with friends
for the next few weeks.
1. C. Florsheim of Springer came
in last night for a short business
visit. He is of the Florsheim Mercantile company of Springer.
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Fallashle of
Pittsburgh, Pa., came in yesterday
evening and will be visitors in Las
Vegas for the next few days.
Mrs. L. T. Little left this afternoon
for her oid home in Boston, where
she will remain. She has been a
Tesident of Las Vegas for several
,

busi-ines-

'

years.

To the 24th of December all hats
go for 50c on the dollar. Hats trimmed free of charge. Fur hats remodeled. New line of scarfs, auto
veils and flowers. Mrs. Standlsh.
Adv.
A. A. Sena, a well known rancher
of Park Springs, returned yesterday
evening from points in Kansas where
lie has been on business for several
days. Mr. Sena purchased 20 thoroughbred registered bulls while in
Kansas and will place these animals
on his rah.
'

BRIDE OF FRENCH

SOLDIER

Washington, Dec. 17. An international wedding took place in Washington today, the bride being Miss
Kdine Frances Tlsdel, daughter of
Mrs. Willard Parker Tisdel, and the
"bridegroom Captain Octave Edouard
Moussot, of the artillery corps of the
French army. The marriage ceremony was performed at the borne of the
bride's mother.

fIVE

ii

CHRISTMAS

'

is only a few weeks away and you are already considering the most
acceptable gift
for your child especially that boy.
OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT AND PRESENT HIM WITH A BANKBOOK

York.

November

PEOPLES BANK ;miR.UST
CO.
i1-1- -

10 William H. A.
l,
second Episcopal bishop of Ver-

today.

C. H. Miller,

1913.

pre-

October 11 John Baptist
Lamy,
first Roman Catholic bishop of Santa Fe, N. M.
October
Elbrldge Gerry Lap-haUnited States senator from New

BRIDGE STREET

"THE WIDOW MALONEY'S

17,

September 7 Peter T. Washburn,
governor of Vermont
October 4 William Gilpin, bodyguard to Lincoln and first governor

MUTUAL MOVIES

Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Komaine. Adv.
X. A. Smith of Trinidad was a business visitor in Las' Vegas today.
0. N. Fitch, of Wichita, Kas., is in
the city; for a several days' business
Visit; ..'
& A. Alexander of Albuquerque
was a business visitor in Las Vegas

'

mier,

DECEMBER

Bis-sel-

r

mont.

urifii

CAPITAL
.
IS General
November
Joseph
("Fighting joewrsHooker, famous fed01
eral couiniander.
November 15 Edward L.'" Davenport, famous actor.
November 16 Thomas
Langdon
n
Get busy before our stock
Grace, Roman Catholic bishop of St.
Paul.
'
.: Brewis exhuasted
rttil V
November 21 Thomas Mayo
er, celebrated naturalist
REMEMBER! our entire iC E N T E N A R Y ANNIVERSARIES
26 Andrew
November
Jackson
WILL BE NUMEROUS DURFaulk, governor of Dakota territory.
,
stock of ladies and misses tailorDecember 13 Samuel D.'LeCompte
ING NXT YEAR
ed suits and ladies, misses
a noted figure in the early history of
and children's coats, and also
New York, Dec. 17. The year 1814 Kansas.
December 28 Jeremiah Clemens,
was the natal period of many AmeriO
our entire stock of men's and
cans who achieved distinction in va-- ; Mexican war soldier and United
will
boy's clothing
'
go at
rious fields, and during the year States senator from Alabama.
about to begin the centenaries
of
many of these will be observed. The
WITNESS
following ist Js a compilation of GOVERNMENT
some of the more notable names, arEvery other item in our store
ranged according to the order of
ACCUSED OF
'
will be sold at greatly reduced
birth.
January 12 Willis A. Gorman, govprice.8,
tjC
ernor of Minnesota and a civil war MAN WHO HELPED
PROSECUTE
,
FUEL CASES DECLARED TO
commander.
BE A SEDUCER
January 12 Jones M. Withers, conHoffman & Graubartb
federate general and Mobile newspaSan Francisco, Dec. 17. David G.
per editor.
one of the chief witnesses for
THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
Powers,
Goodnow,
January 17 Isaac T.
the government in the prosecution of
of
Kansas
founder
State
V
Agricultural
Phone Main 104
the directors and officers of the Westcollege.
MSB
ern Fuel company, was arraigned in
January 25 Francis Harrison Pisr- - police court
today on a charge of sepont, a founder of the state of West
old girl under proma
ducing
Attorney J. A, Miller came in yes''
Virginia.
ise to marry. He pleaded not guilty,
terday evening from his home in AlJanuary 26 General Rufus King, a and asked for an immediate trial, but
buquerque for a short business visit, noted federal commander.
the district attorney's office confessJanuary 27 William Henry Apple- - ed unfamiliarity with the case and
WHITE, HOUSE FUNCTIONS
a well known publisher of New a continuance of one week was grantWashington, Dec. 17. Everything ton,
ed.
iin and around the White House has York.
January 28 Henry Norman HudThere was no meeting today of the
been put n the best possible order
for the opening of the first social son, noted Shakespearean scholar and federal grand jury, hastily called into
season under the Wilson administra writer.
special session yesterday afternoon,
February 9 Edward Sorin, founder following the arrest of Powers, to intion, me season nromises to De a
brilliant and, interesting one, despite of the University of Notre Dame.
quire into tlfe charges of the govern
February 7 George P. Putnam, not- ment's attorneys that the arrest of
the fact that the president has de
cided to omit the annual New Year ed publisher.
the witness was a part of a conspirFebruary 9 Samuel J. Tilden, fa- acy to discredit the government's
reception,' which from time immemorial has been the big social event mous statesman and presidential can- case. No warrants have been issued
of the winter in the national capital, didate.
thus far.
February 22 Henry Porter Baldwin,
The opening event will fee the cab
The Western Fuel trial was resum
and United ed In the United States district court
inet dinner tomorrow evening, and governor of Michigan
the season will close with the army States senator.
this morning with David G. Norcross,
and navy reception on Febbruary 15
February 24 Henry Kirke Brown, secretary of the company, on the
During the intervening time there sculptor, who designed the first stand, explaining the connection of
will be a round of diplomatic recep bronze statue in America.
the several defendants with the com
March 7 John H. Raymond, first pany.
tions, diplomatic dinners, judiciary re
ceptions, the usual supreme court president of Vassar college.
March 9 John Evans, governor of
dinner, the congressional reception,
and a dinner to the speaker of the Colorado, and for whom Evanston, WANTS DIPLOMATS'
house, all to be given on Thursday 111., was named.
March 12 John S. Ten Eyck, Uni
evenings. These will be interspersed with numerous less formal affairs ted States senator from New Jersey.
EXPENSES CUT
of a social nature to whicb the inApril 2 Erastus B. Bigelow, Intimate friends of the president's Jam-il- ventor of power loom for
will be invited.
''Aupril 4 John B. S. Todd, noted BRYAN SUGGESTS THIS BE DONE
BY ERECTION OF EMBASSY
soldier and governor of Dakota terri
PETROWSKY AND BENZ TO MEET
BUILDINGS
tory.
I
Butte, Mont., Dec. 17. The local
5
Samuel
not.
Ware
April
Fisher,
club has arranged a promising card
Washington, Dec. 17. Secretary
ed clergyman and president of Ham
ofj boxing .contests for its patrons to- ilton
Bryan asked the house foreign affairs
College.
morrow night. The main event will
April 12 William D. ("Pig Iron") committee today to include in the
be furnished by Sailor Petrowsky of
30 years a Pennsylvania pending diplomatic" and consular apSan Francisco and Leo Benz, the Kelley, for
those possible. For Eale by all dealers- - the His
propriation bill $15X1,000 each for em- pense that would embarrass
disappear. Contain eo habit
Butte middleweight. The agreement congressman
in
Mexico and Tokio, who succeeded them in an effort to Adv.
buildings
bassy
forming drugs. O. G. Schaefer, Red
15
one
John
April
Lothrop Motley,
calls' for a
bout at 158
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
and $140,000 for Berne.
keep up the .pace."
of America's foremost historians.
pounds.
Women:
asked
was
He
If
Young
Number
think
he
did
not
18
Surprising
Sir Adams George Archi
May
The number of young women who
Wheezinz In the lun?s inflfrysfoa
TEXAS. J. A. suffer
GEORGETOWN,
bald, famous Canadian' statesman and it would be advisable,. under the pres
"
with weak back, dizzy and
s phlegm is
obstructing the air paftsacM
"For
several
Klmbro,
Mexican
says:
past
years
ent
to
over
situation,
pass
- BALLARD'S
administrator.
.
dull,
headache
wearland
spells,
HOREHOUND
SYRUP"
the Mexico Citjr bui'VIng for the prfcs- - Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has ness is surprising.. Kidney and blad- loosens the
May 20 Hon. W. H Steeves, one
phlegm so that it can k.
been my household remedy for all der
cause
Ills
these
but
rePlled
if
a1
he
but
troubles,
he
that
and
coughed
Fed-Pnup
Op coughs, colds, and lung troubles.' It
ejected. Price 2",
of the "Fathers of the Canadian
oiey KJaney Fills fire taken as di 60c and $1.00 per bottle.
Bobi t-ndence in Mexico's future and that has given permanent relief in a numeration."
rected relief follows promptly, and Central Drug Co. Adv.
cases
ber
of
and
obstinate
of
coughs
no
reason
was
luere
umtea
June 1 General Philllo Kearnev.
famous .jsoldier, killed at Chantllly, States should hesitate about buying
ffi2
embassy property there,
Va.
Drug Store Adv.
n
June 2 William H. H. Ross, gover--. ; Mr,' Bryan emphasized that the government
should
provide embassies so
Hale Hamilton wants to become a
nor of Delaware.
June 8 General Thomas Green, that poor mea would not hesitate to manager in London and to produce
American plays with American actors.
noted confederate leader, killed at accept the dlplomatlo posts.
We should not force this govern
Blair's Landing, La.
WE HAVE CECICEQ TO CCNTiSiE CO
Cure Your Cold While You Can
June 22 James Henry Lane, noted ment to choose its diplomats from
Nor e real danger lurka in a- cold
- soldier and United
L
States senator rich men only," he said. '"There are
,
,SWH' Vnn.1-n
not
men
our
moneyin any other of the minor ail
than
among
enough
from Kansas.
makers
for
fitted
the best diplomatic ments. The safe way 3a. to take
July 12 Benjamin P. Shillaber,
L a1
Remedy, and
("MrsT Parffnglon"), f amoU8 titrmortst service, and we should not allow rich Chamberlain's Cough
set
a standard of ex- - rid yourself of the cold as quickly aa
CASH ONLY
July 13 Joseph Sadoc Alemany, diplomats to
first Roman Catholic archbishop v of
San Francisco.
O
S12.00
OoJs
Julv 19 Samuel Colt, inventor of
1
the revolver.
OoJc
$19.50
July 22 Robert", Ward Johnson,
United States senator and C. S. A.
senator from Kansas.
Osxk
our policy of keeping our stock always fresh, we offer choice
July 31 Amos Adams Lawrence,
Lawof
OolIc
and
founder
noted merchant
Jewelry and everything: we have, much below its customary
rence University.
value.
of
August 5 James Dixon, United
bskrgixins sulttxU- States senator from Connecticut.
Anything1 in our store is yours at 20 percent Discount for
,
August 10 William L. Yancey, fa
a
Material
if
us
now
to
convert
it
Cash,
Saving, you help
mous Georgia statesman and confed
For r.;i I.!.
1
jncj nu ney.
erate states senator.
t."z I'
'and
August 10 General John C. Pern- berton, one of the most celebrated
of confederate leaders.
521
St.
August 23 James Roosevelt Bay- of
ley, Roman Catholic archbishop
T'fm v
t:
Baltimore.
September 6 Sir George E. Car- -
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DDT IBIOWTJE.HAD THEM?

That's just the reason. These were import
ed for our mail order business and we
have no room to display the goods so they
are all to go.
Always marked in plain figures. One
Fourth off makes a real Bargain. First
come first served.
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Reduction in Holiday Jewelry and All
Goods

Wholesome

Reliable
Indispemahle

Itsfame is world-wid-

Its superiority
Its
use
is
a protection
unquestioned.
alum
food.
In
against
buying baking
powder examine the label carefully,
and be sure the powder is made from
cream of tartar. Other kinds do not
make the food healthful.
e.

Golden
Dressers
For
3.05
SI5.00 Golden Oak Dressers
tCDS For
Golden
Dressers
fQmS For S22.50 Maple Dressers
0.OS For 510.00
Chiffoniers
F.05"For'S22.5O
f
Chiffoniers
and thousands other
for Christmas Presents

Now

ibc

Celler's Jewelry Store.
Sixth
OPEN EVENINGS
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UBLIC
TO MAKE THE
NEW YEAR'S BALL YEAR'S
BIGGEST EVENT

JHEY EXPECT

for the
of the citizens if the New
Year's ball is to be the success the
firemen wish it to be, R. W. Smith,
assistant chief of the East Las Vegas
ifire department, has written the following communication for the perusal
of every Las Vegan:
Pause and Reflect
For over 30 yeara the fire depart
uient of the city of Las Vegaa has
given Its time, energy and thought
to the betterment of eervice to the
protection of the city against the
dreaded element of fire, and this
without pay to the members.
For over 33 years New Year's eve
confcas, by common courtesy and
communcent, been set aside W tie
ity as the proper time for the citizens
o show their appreciation for the
3abor and eervice bo faithfully and
(gratuitously given by the fire boys.
For over 33 years the fire boys
on
lhave given a well conducted ball
from
the
proceeds
iNew Year's eve,
Tbirh have srone toward buying bet
ter equipment and to make needed

Resizing the necessity

citizens of this city become part
owners of the articles purchased.
Whether it be new hose, nozzles, etc,
it becomes city property.
There will be other dances and
parties on the night of our dance, but
don't forget that the firemen have
first call on you. You citizens need
us in time of fire which may be at
any hour of the flay or night throughout the year. We need you New
Year's eve, December 31, bo please
come.
This means everybody.

PROCLAMATION
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LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
Whereas, in conformity with Chap
of
state
the
of
78
u ncuuuxn uinrtbHS
No.
laws
of
ter
the
nun 1 vnucm
THE BE3T GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT8 HAND LID
New Mexico passed at the second regular session of the first legislature of
said state for the year 1913, provision is made for the holding of spe
cial elections to regulate the barter,
sale and exchange of intoxicating within
nuors in district designated,
CHAPMAN
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. AFRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO
any county of New Mexico and a pro
filed
A. M. Regular comquali102 Meets every Monday night at
been
by
per petition having
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
fied electors of the following describ
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are eo
ed districts, within the county and
R. W. SMITH,
Ik .
aoa month. Vlaltlni dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Pros
state aforesaid;
Assistant Chief.
brother
Now. Therefore, the Board of Coun
cordially in- - dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; 0. &.
9
San
of
of
the
County
Commissioners
nm.
food
ittBu.
ty
fin a In h Rtomach comes from
w. If., H. S .fan Patten, r, JtUil, Baily, Treasurer.
ADVER
mhlph hnu fnrmfinteo. Get rid Of this Miguel. State of New Mexico, on this RATES fOR CLASSIFIED
Secretary.
DOBns OUICKIV as
hnrilv rtWetnrl
TISEMENTS
first Monday of November, A. D. 1913,
sible If you would avoid a bilious at in regular session, does hereby proclaim
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
2,
CARD
LOCAL
A.
ja .....
tack; HKmij l mo icuicuj the and
a
that
Insertion!
line
cents
Five
each
special
per
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg
give public notice,
need. It cleanses and strengthens
etnTnanh. iivm and noweis. ana io- election will be held within the fol Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
conclava
Note
4 Tutm- V
stores energy and cheerfulness. Price lowing described district, county of No ad to occupy less space than two
in
In
of
each
rates
the
montn
omj
Ea6t Bound
33
at Ha- years
ofver
-au
For
50c. Sold by Central Drug uo.u lamjis at 7:1
All advertisements
San Miguel. State of New Mexico, on lines
charged
n. o. H.
Arrive
have been kept down to the
Depart
Klnkel, . C; Caas. Tamme. Re-- No. 2. . 7:20 p. m
Tuesday, December 23rd, A. D. 1913, will be booked at space actually set
7:45 p. m.
amount of 25 ner cent on account of
the purpose of submitting to the without regard to number of words.
carder.
No. 4. . .11 : 54 p.
11:59 p. m.
the clty'a most proficient fire depart'THE HARMLESS ONE" for
Qualified electors of said district the Cash In advlnce preferred.
No. 8. . . 2:25 a. m
2:30 a. m.
ment thereby savins: the citizens
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY No. 10. . . 1:35 p. m
question of whether or not the barter,
2:00 p. m.
thousands of dollars, and that with
TO BE SHOWN HERE sale or exchange of intoxicating liAL arch MASONS Regular con
West Bound
out pay to the boys who do the ac
quors shall be prohibited therein as
Tocatlon first Monday in
Arrive
tual wort In this saving.
Depart
provided by said act, towit:
No.
. .
.
And Then Consider
each
1:10
1:35 p. m.
month
at
Masonic
p. m
niNft'A Plf.TURE. TAKEN IN
as
cici
for
be
voted
to
District proposed
A. Brinegar,
. . 6:35
a. m
6:40 a. m.
Now this year we need your assist
P.; p. o. No.
LAS VEGAS, WILL BE TO
prohibition district.
No.
..
4:20 p. m
4:30 p. m.
m.
at
7:30
ance more than ever, and if in former
p,
Temple
p.
NIGHT'S ATTRACTION
Said district has the same boun
No.
7:00 p. m.
.. 6:35 p. ni
Blood, Secretary.
years you bought one ticket this year
daries as Precinct No. 12 of said
cora
not
are
We
tickets.
two
buy
Tonight at the Browne and Photo
county, such boundaries being as
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
poration or a company that will take play theaters "The Harmless One, a
on the North by the
follows:
ATTOKNEYao
1. Meets eVflrr MnnitnT nanlm, .
from
your
city.
MAIN
away
OPTIC'S
this money
NUMIE.
t,
Lubin film made in Las Vegas by
Arroyo de Pecos; South by the
their hall on Sixth utraAt. a 11
Every dollar will be epent here and it. Romalne Fielding," will be the chief
HUNKER & HUNKER
top of the hill called Guzano;
brethren cordially invited to attend
will return to you,' directly or lndlct-lyAs a large crowd is exattraction.
East
A. Hunker. Cheater A. Hunks
anyby line running between or
George
v.
Should we have to purchase
D.
N.
Gus
O.;
Fries,
Lehman, V. Q.j
nected at both theaters, the perform
Colonlas and Rowe;
Las
Attorneys-at-Ladividing
maintenance
the
for
T. M. Elwood. Secretary' Karl Vsrt,
thing out of town
anee will begin early, about 7:15
and on the West by the same
New Mexlas
the
then
Las
WANTED
even
Girl
Vegas,
for
house
our
general
department,
C.
of
V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
Treasurer;
o'clock. Following Is a synopsis oi
line of the precinct running to
work. 813 National avenue.
money la not entirely lost, for you as the etory told by the reel:
iruaiea.
wards the top of the Mesa de
d
young
Henrv Saxe. a
Pecos;
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets aaeonrf anrf
man of the village, nourishes in his and the polling place designated with
secret
fascina
fourth
eveninsr of each
mind
a
Tuesday
poor, clouded
in Buch district and the election Judg
tion for pretty Gladys Wyncott, wno es and Clerks named to conduct said FOR RENT Cottage In desirable month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
rides to work in the city every mora special election at such polling place
neighborhood, newly nalnted. na Douglas
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
ine with, her sweetheart, Steve LusK by order of the said Board rendered
This
pered, electric lights. Low rate,
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
th motorman. From the. village to this day, are as follows,
Phone Purple 6301.
tha -- ttv'.ta about eight miles and
Secretary.
Silver
Polling Place.
1
storov ar la known as the wornFOR RENT To lady or gentleman
House of Pablo A. Sena, ,
rs" tar. Henry, (the "Harmless,
-iuse
Election Judges.
employed,
comfortable, furnished KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
determines to give Gladys a ride and
1. Nestor Padilla.
room; no health seekers, phone
HtP.nl her from her sweetheart, know
W. O. Wj hall, Sixth street, on the
2. Anastaclo Herrera.
EMPRESS
Purple 6301.
to Ee-first and third Mondays of each
3. Cosme Esquibel.
ing instinctively the only way
Tier company would be to do this,
FLOUR
FOR RENT Two furnished
rooms month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Election Clerks.
we
Ladies
welcome.
L.
O.
Fier
thereby putting her at his mercy,
always
1. Casimiro Ortiz.
for
Modern
light
housekeeping.
otoaia a nlckle from his mother and
2. Pablo A. Sena.
except heat. T. J. Carvill, 810 Lin- - man, President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
he
whom
It s giving you
car
Steve,
from
steals the
coin.
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
and except as herein otherwise pro
knocks off the platEorm, also the vided, said above special election
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
a present for do
conductor. Steve recovers in time shall be held and conducted as pro FOR RENT Five room house 91U Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street, 1 0
' I
ing something
to catch an auto and give chase, just vided
Second street. Inquire S20 Railroad East Las Vegas, N. M.
t
by law for general elections.
d do uny
you
saving the street car from crashing
Avenue.
New Mexico,
Las
at
Done
Vegas,
into a passing f reign t, aner ncuu
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
o
1
this 3rd day of November A. D. 1913.
way when0 you
has thrown the controllers away, but
Commissioneacb
of
fourth
Board
County
the
evening
leam how Much
Thursday
FJSi&eelianeous
tff
not before he has a terrific struggle by
ft
W. hall. Visiting 11
W.
O.
at
in- ers of the County of San Miguel, New
month
the
with
car
on top of the street
Beer EMPRESS
in open session.
a c
WILL buy and sell cattle and horses. brothers cordially invited. Howard T
sane "Harmless" one. Steve saves Mexico, if rmmtv
of
FLOUR realb is. g
Commissioners
Pacini
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill, Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.
hi awPP.theart and the "Harmless"
of
State
San
of
Miguel,
the County
N. M.
Made by GERj. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
one Is taken away to be placed where
New Mexico By
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
In an asvlum.
MAN PROCESS
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
House of Juan Benvides, Iiot day of the month in the vestry roomi
rnatHpnrv Saxe, the harmlessONE COUPON FROM
(Seal)
Springs, N. M.
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock p
nnR Rnmaine Fielding; Gladys WynElection Judges:
Lusk,
Attest:
Steve
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
Tirockwell;
tt nindvs
1. Lorenzo Leal, Hot Springs, N. M. vited. Isaac
STAMPS
'mntmman. Jess Robinson; How
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
FIVE
Appel, President; Charlei
2. Juan Benavides, Hot
Jafck
BRINGS YOU THE
Springs, Greenclay, Secretary.
conductor,
ard Mitchell, the

improvements, not one cent going to
themselves.
,
For over 33 years these boys have
kent a watchful care over tie de
partment and have been called out
t.
n times ofthe day and nignt, m
all kinds of weather, to Btop con-- j
flagratlons, and that without pay.
For over 33 years many citizens
have, on the eound of the fire gong,
cuddled down in their warm beds and
said to themselves: "The fire boys
will attend to the putting out of we
fire." Yes, and that without pay.
aa vears this annual bail
Tivr
has been looked upon as a regular
function and has been well patroniz
as it snouia
ed, as it should be, and
continue to be for the purpose of en
who pro
couraging the fire fighters
all.
us
tect
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THE OLD RELIABLE
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Spoon
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

N. M.
3. Marcelino Lovato, Hot Springs,
PROCLAMATION
N M.
with
in
conformity
that
WHEREAS,
indicates
Wheezing In the lungs
Election Clerks:
ChaDter No. 78 of the Laws of the
phlegm is obstructing the air passages.
SYRTJP
1. Jose N. Crespin.
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
New Mexico passed at the
of
State
loosens the phlegm so that it can be Second Regular Session of the First
2. Felipe Lobato.
25c,
coughed up and ejected. Price
the
and
for
year
except as herein otherwise prosaid
State
of
Sold
by Legislature
50c and $1.00 per bottle.
election
1913, provision is made for the hold- vided, said above special
Central Drug Co. Adv.

Jefferson Raynolds, President
S. B. Davis. Vice President.
ETrTRaynolds, Vice President.
Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
H.
Cashier.
HaUct Raynolds,
"

ing of special elections to regulate
the barter, sale and exchange of in-

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

me

Capital, $100,000; Surplus andlUndivided Profits, $25,000.

In

every department of Banking" we
axe prepared to give the best of service

Love at Woodmen oi the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays Oi
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonisul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Visiting
Local Deputy.
shall be held and conducted as pro Montague,
welcooe and
are
members
especially
vided by law for general elections,
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico, cordially invited.
this 3rd day of November, A. D. 1P13,
OF COLUMBUS, COUNby The Board of County Commission KNIQHTS
804. Meets second and
NO.
CIL
ersof the County of San Miguel, New
ourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
Mexico, in open cession.
Board of County Commissioners of Pioneer building. Visiting members
the County of San Miguel State of are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
New Mexico. By
FIDEL ORTIZ Chairman.
Attest:
--

-
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits

DDOB
1,059 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj

toxicating liquors in Districts desig
nated within any County of New Mex
ico and a proper petition having been
filed by qualified electors of the fol
lowing described District, within the
County and State aforesaid;
. Now. Therefore, The Board of Coun
ty Commissioners of the County of
San Misruel. State of New Mexico, on
this first Monday of November, A. D.
MERCHANTS CAFE
LORENZO DELGADO, Cleric.
1913. in reeular session, does hereby
(S'SAL)
that
Notice,
Public
proclaim and give
The Best Place to Eat
a special election will be held within
Catarrh rannn Ra Ctirfl
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
the following described District, Coun- with LOCAL APPLICATIONS as
they
ts of Ran Miguel. State of New Mex fnnnnt- reach the seat, nf ttin rtifipnflo.
in Las Vegas
A.
23rd,
Catarrh is a Wood or constitutional
ico, on Tuesday, Decemher
ana in oraer to cure it you
D. 1913, for the purpose of submitting disease,
C. C. CLAYTON, Prop
atHall'n
rpmArtlou
ouallfied electors of eald Dis mi. tnVa Intprnal
tn
the
Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and
617 DOUGLAS AVE.
not
or
whether
of
trict the question
uioou ana muacts airecuy upon
Next to Postal Telegraph Office
the barter, eale or exchange or in- cous surfaces. Hall' Catarrh Cure Is
toxicating Hquoro shall he prohibited not a quack medicine.bestIt was prephysicians
therein as provided by said Act, to- scribed by one of the
in tnis country ior years ana 13 a
for
voted
be
to
wit: District proposed
regular prescription. It Is composed
as prohibition District-of the best tonics known, combined
with the best Diooa punners, acting
LET US SEND YOU A MAN
Bounded on the East by a line
on the mucoue surfaces. The
directly
South
through
and
North
'
running
or tne two ingredTo put our Sew Metal
combination
perfect
road
the point where the wagon
ients is what produces euch wonder
WEATHER STRIPS
from the Town of Las Vegas
ful results in curing catarrn. sena
toatimrmin ir. rroe.
crosses the Hot Springs Railway,
on your doors and windows to keep
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., To
out cold and
which la 1315 feet easterly from
ledo, O.
the Canyon Lime Company Kiln,
Hrvid Tw nine-insts- .
nnce 7SC.
SA VE FUEL
on the West by a north and south
Take Halls' Family Pills for, con
line through the west boundary
stipation. Adv.
of Section 35, Township 17 North,
Contractor and Builder
Bumoed Up Against the Real Thing
Range 15 East of New Mexico
466
Vego-PHONE
"I think I have bumped up aEa;Est
Meridian on the North by a line
on
the real thing in Chamberlains Tab
running easterly and westerly
lets." writes D. R. Thomas, of Tldl
the tops of the mountain range
Canoute. Pa. "They do the worfe and
which bounds the Galllnas
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
no unpleasant reaction." In
cause
South
the
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
yon on the north, on
of
constipation when pills and
cases
by a line running easterly and
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
are used, their use
cathartics
mounrhUtis
Manithe
Treatment, Facial Massage,
westerly on the top of
followed
by constipation, as
is often
tain range, which bounds the
cure, Chiropody.
water out of the
much
eo
take
thev
south.
Galllnas Canvon on the
Hotel Romalne
tmntAm.
On the other hand the ef
with
8:30
ta.
to
m.
p.
the
1:30
designated
and
p.
Office Hours:
polling place
so
in euch District and the election fect of Chamberlain's Tablet is
and bo natural that you do
MONUMENT CO iudeea and clerks named to conduct
said epecial election at such polling not realize that It has been produced
Albuquerque, N. M.
and no reaction follows
215 B. Central
place by order of the said Board ren by a medicine,
sale by all dealers.
For
use.
their
dered this day, are as follows,
23 Years Practical Experience.
Adv.
BOWERS
W.
W.
Place:
E. A. JONES
Polling

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main U
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
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ALL', GROCERS

or More, Each Dslvsry ........-..20- o
25c
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Dsllvery ..,.-...8- 0c
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,...40o
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AGU A PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributor of Nataral Ice, ta Purity
Lasting Qualities of Whleh Have Made Lm Veis famou.

Ml

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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r Shopping at Once!

Progressive Las Vegas Merchants offer helpful suggestions for those who would
make acceptable presents to relatives and friends. They will be glad to assist
:
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
you, and invite you to look at their goods.
95&?12& 19. n
THE BROWNE THEATRE
MURPHEY'S DRUG STORE
-

m

J&

FRIDAY

GEIOISTMAS

HEADQUARTERS FOR XMAS PRESENTS

The Normal Glee Club and Orchestra

Admission 10 and 20c

'i
PARISIAN'
SHOPPING

'

TVORY,

BAGS, INITIAL, BOX PAPER,

LATES, HUYLER'S

Cheapest and Best

CUT GLASS, HAND PAINTED

CANDIES,

FRENCH

CHINA, GIFT

CORRESPONDENCE

PERFUMES,

BOOKS,

CARDS,

MESH

LIGGETT'S

BAGS,

Ring to Keep
the Girl
Purchase a ring worthly of
the occasion. It will be if it
comes from us.

"'.

Emenaker
The Jeweler

Christmas Present

A black of brown felt slipper, fur top, for Mother.
A felt Romeo slipper for Father. A pair of red or
blue felt slippers for the children with fur or plain top

Hedgcock
Variety Shop

Simpkins Bros. Candy Co.

picture framing

Indian Curios, Real Indian
Pottery, Art Leather, Drawn

Douglas Ave.

PURE HOME MADE CANDY
15 CENTS PER POUND AND UP

Special prices to Churches, Schools and other

large buyers

Pay us $7.50-- if you want the paper
by carrier. Pay us $6.50if you want
the paper by mail. And we will give
you The Daily Optic and your choice of
the following magazines for one year:

otter Candy Co,
DON'T FORGET
That When in Need of

PURE WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER
You can obtain same by calling up Greenclay's Family Liquor Store Main 212, the most
Liquor House in
te

1

he Woman s Home Lomp)anion

the state

Mexican Art Jewelry

Optic Publishing Company

,

including filigree and other souvenir goods make excellent
Christmas gifts
;

We

have the most original line in the West

ScJsino Lifan

Work, Etc.
509 6th. St.

The Jeweler

East Las Vegas

Bridge Street

-

b4

Just Received

Buy"a"Perfect

Protection Life
Insurance Policy
For your
Family's Xmas Present
'
From

II. S. VAN PETTEN
General State Agent

We Have a Complete Line
:

'

Second shipment of fall and
winter suits. Classiest line
ever displayed in this city

JOSEPH IIILLBHANO
Merchant Tailor

619 Douglas

OF

Holiday Goods
For your Selection. Come early and
avoid the rusSi

Central Drug
K. U. COODALL.

Co.

Manager

I

SPECIAL

CANDY

From

W. F. Doll

703

W hy Not Let Us
ike You a
FT
11 stmas rrese nt?

Buy Your Holiday Goods

that's the place the people
are talking about for Xmas
First In First Served

OUR CANDIES
MAKE THE BEST OF GIFTS

TRY US THIS YEAR.

STOCK

614 DQugla.s Ave.

BAER'S CURIO

Everything- strictly first class and all candies fresh and
wholesome

THE PARISIAN DRY CLEANERS

IF,YOU WISH SHOES WE'HAVE A COMPLETE

3&3&gS3$S3&

Let MURPIIEY Settle Your XMAS GIFTS PROBLEMS

It Takes the

....

BRASS GOODS.

because your clothes don't need to be
cleaned again next day
because you are always pleased

A Very Appropriate

sueeESTions

CHOCO-

Cheapest
fSesf

ENUINE Navajo and
blankets,
Chimayo
Leather and Beaded
hand bags, Penanta, Banners, Mexican Filigree nd
Indian Jewelry, Teneiff
and Mexican drawn work.
Stationery, Post Cards,
Booklets, Picture Frames,
Candies, Cigara.

WHY NOT "?bsh,p
Y. M. O. A.
A

FOR VOUR BOY?
Can You Thick of a Belter Present?

We've 70 Now Rut Can Take Care of More

EUAFEHY'ANO

EVEMi

j CuES

FULL

(one

i

Made at the

Shumate Studio
are excellent Xmas Gifts.

Phone Main 221

F

Co

)

i

EiCHT
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Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

The shipper stxys they are the. very best
thevt have been shipped In a. number of
yeecrs "a
;tv:'

PRICES VERY REASONABLE
35 - 40 - SO
60, Cent

PER

and'
DOZEN

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER

A big dance for all

5:32

Thursday, December

25.

Adv.

Manufacturer at half price.
Values to sell at 50o and
7So we are offering at

Watch for the daily changes in several of the advertisements in the
Christmas suggestions page.

Joe

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Come in and have first choice

He solicits shoe repairing.
material, quick service. Adv.

Best

Last night proved, to be one of the
warmest nights during the past week,
the thermometer registering 14 de
grees above zero. The snow, which
fell until about 7 o'clock, was directly
due to the rise in the temperature.

Direct from the Indian Reseryatiort;Large Assortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the

Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use oFgifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

New Mexico Largest

Wholesalers

FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS BAKING
you cannot afford to use

any but the best flour
which is of course Our
Pride. Don't run the risk
of spoiling' the bread, the
,
pudding-- the pie, the cake.
Order a sack of Our Pride
flour
and make sure
to-da-

r

of

y

that part of your

sup-

plies for the feast.

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

PH,?,NE

cf lfee Best of Everything Eatable

The Finishing Touch

.it

for Your Christmas

Dinner

Chase & Sanborn's
SeaJ Brcvnd Coffee
Supreme Satisfaction Not Complete
Without It
HIE GBAAF'&

FUSED

HAYWARD

EDITORIALS

CONDEMNED BY ELLIOTT

Boston, Deo. 17. Howard Elliott,
chairman of the New Haven railroad,
was questioned by the public service
commission today regarding certain
payments made by the railroad company in Massachusetts for publicity
and advertising.
Regarding advertising, Chairman
Elliott eaid:
t.
"I think a railroad ought to adver

Correct Garments for Men

Last night the Holy Trinity coun
en or tne Knights of Columbus,
of
Trinidad, conducted a memorial ser

',..

The most attractive Idea in adver
tising seen in Las Vegas for many
months is now located at the Mur- phey drug store where a sign show
ing a farmer reading about the big
basketball game to be played here
on Christmas afternoon Is displayed,
On the sign Is a note asking what
the farmer is saying. To the pjrson
giving the most plausible utterance
made by the rustic concerning the
basketball game two15 tickets will be
given by the y. M. C. A.
A new addition to the squad of
basketball tossers of the Y. M. C. A.
has been secured. John Webb, the
big husky who has made a reputa
tion as a star basketball player, has
lined up dn the bunch, trying for the
first team. The practices are pro
gressing fast and much Interest Is
being displayed. Undoubtedly the
fastest five men who ever organized
a team Of this kind In Las Vegas
will be on the floor Christmas after
noon and may surprise the Newton
boys, who have a reputation of being
the fastest In central Kansas.
The volleyball game is exciting
considerable interest. The respective
names of the competing teams are
the "Mutts" and the "Jeffs." The
name "Mutts" has been, thrust upon
one team on account of the exceed
ingly long legs of several of the
members, while tho other team Is
named the "Jeffs" on account of lack
of stature. The lineup of the two
teams ia as ' follows: "Mutts" Col
bert C. Root, captain; B. T. Mills,
George KinKeL A- - H. Van Horn,
Frank Carroon and Stephen Powers.
The "Jeffs" John Tooker, captain;
W. C. Dennis, Ludwis: Ilfeld. FraDk
H. Roberts, Harry Cutler 'and O.

Edward F. Swift ot Chicago, a member of the packing firm of that name,
has sent to Charles Ilfeld a donation
of $100 for the Las Vegas hospital.
Accompanying Mr. Swift's donation
was a delightfully sincere letter, conveying his hope for the future success of the hospital and his appreciation of the good It is doing.
That the Normal orchestra
ind
at the
glee club entertainment
Browne theater Friday evening will
draw a big crowd Is indicated by the
interest shown in the announcement
of the concert, which was made last
night for the first time. In addition
to the music there will be three-reelof motion pictures. Admission
will be 20 cents for adults and 10
cents for children.
The Eaer curio store has inaugur
ated a new service. Beginning today
it will deliver papers and magazines
or any other purchase to any part of
the city. This store has a most original display of curio goods, and is
enjoying a big' business during the
Christmas shopping season.
Doubt
less the new delivery system will
prove a convenience to many Las
Vegans.
Lester Wagner and Fred Myers
were arrested last night by Santa Fe
Officer Kinman on the charge of vag
rancy. This morning they were given
a choice of serving 59 days "or beat
ing it" by Judge D. R. Murray. The
road, although covered with snow,
looked good to the boys and they left,
chaperoned for about a mile by the
Santa Fe officer.

L

'-

-hff

Millions

Useful Presents Appreciated
Give each member of the family something that
they can
use and enjoy all the year. They will appreciate such
presents far more than
For the housekeeper of the family, more hours of leisure
and millions of steps saved with a Hoosier Cabinet. This
gift means easy cooking, convenience and comfort for the
rest of her life. An easy chair for father or brother, something for the sister's room, doll house furniture for the
baby" are gifts which afford years of pleasure.
All on exhibition here, at all prices.
All high class, desirable goods no matter
how reasonable. We carry no other kind.
Held for delivery for Christmas, if
T
A
you wisn. iei our wagon be your Santa Claus.
knick-knack- s.

1

WILL
OF THIEF

Up to late this afternoon Chief of
Police Ben Coles had discovered no
further clue that might lead towards
icapturingi thej robber who visited
three hotels Monday night. The
chief is of the opinion that the thief
has left the city.
"As money was the only thing
taken, It ds a most difficult task for
the officers to make any great advancement? In the case," said the
chief today. "It ia an extremely serious thing to accuse a man or arrest him without just cause, and as
money cannot be identified the capture of the person who committed
the robberies here ? Monday night
doubtless will never be realized."
The chief, however, is keeping a
close watch and possibly may capture the culprit.

BE DISMISSED
AFTERNOON

J. C. Johnsen
&
& Son

Is

0H

G

IL

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Bertie Leonard ,
95
WILL CLOSE
Alice Regensberg
310 SCHOOLS
Chella Van Petten
250
100
Opal Jones
FOR C1IRISTISASTI
These ten names will be continued
in the contest until the close on
Christmas eve. Adv.
NORMAL AND CITY INSTITUTIONS
NO TRACE

fv

Sold

cr main

. 1

FRIDAY

REVOLlillOMSTS AliE

COURTS ACCUSED

CF
Friday afternoon the New Mexico
Normal University will close its
doors and remain closed, until Jan
BUSY IN LClUBOli
BEING
uary 6. This period will cover the
holiday vacation of all the students
the school and will be the last THEY TAKE THE SEA COAST WESTERN FEDERATION OF MINTOWN OF ESMERALDAS
AFERS GETS HEARING BEFORE
respite from work until the close of
TER SHARP BATTLE"
HOUSE COMMITTEE
school in May.
The city schools also will close
ec. 1 7. Conditions
their doors Friday afternoon, but ' Washington, Dec. 17. News of the
Washington,
will remain closed for only one capture by revolutionists of the im- in the Michigan copper mine region
week. The pupils will return to their portant sea coast town of Esmeral-da- s were pictured before the house rules
in northwestern Ecuador ' has committee today by. C. E. Mahoney
studies on the Monday followin
Christmas, and will be allowed only just reached here and leads officials of Denver, vice president of the
one day holiday for New Year's, that to believe the government of Presi- western Federation of Miners, who
dent Paza may be severely taxed to charged that members of tie subeing on Thursday.
There will be practically no activ maintain itself in that section of the preme court of Michigan had been
ities during these holidays for the country, although, owinj to geograph- keenly interested In the mining proptwo schools in a social way. There ical conditions, it may be well nigh erties, either as stocKhoIders or othill be numerous skating parties and impossible for the rebels to follow erwise, and that It was impossible
one big party at the Normal, up their success at Esmeraldas by a to secure redress for the miners beperhaps
MRS. PANKHURST RELEASED
but
aside
from these there will be march to the capitol. The present fore the state courts, '
London, Dec. 17. Mrs. Emmeline
Mr. Mahoney alleged that the mine
no social activity. No athletic game3 revolutionary movement is under
Pankhurst, the militant suffragette
in Michigan nad employed
to
be
operators
have
been arranged at either school stood
purely persona and jj.
leader, was again released from
continuation of the Alfaro revolution agencies in Chicago, New York and
for
time.
vacation
She had
jail today at noon.
the principal eastern cities to enlist
of 1912.
been imprisoned only since Saturday,
gunmen for service in the copper
of
Subscribe
Al
The
In
for
General
that
year
August
optic.
when she was arrested while on her
mine strike zone.
had
who
of
Ecua
been
faro,
president
way from Paris to London.
"Men are employgd frequently," he
was
in exile at Panama, redor
and
Mrs. Pankhurst was in a state of
to help a revolution by Gen said, "to work In the northern . timturned
collapse as a result of a , "hunger
eral Pedro Montero, ,then in com- - ber belt and when they are collected,
strike" and was taken in an ambuland of the government' garrison at armed guards tee placed in charge
ance to the headquarters of the milThe revolution lasted six of the railroad cars and instructed
Guayaquil.
itant suffragettes, where a physician
when
Montero was captured to deliverthem In the Michigan cop-tweeks,
wj.s waiting. As :yon as she is alle
ldlstriC;t, Where theyt (are bept
and
of
six
his
generals, including Al
she will go to Switzerland to
under
threats, ;Qf. death and compelled
were
killed and burned by a mob
faro,
'
to labor in peonage."
in Quito.
General Concho was one of the few
HE CHEATED WINTERS
Interested Judges Barred
survivors of the rebel army. He made
New York, Dec. 17. The, governDetroit, Dec. 17. A member of
his escape into the north and had
1
ment closed Its case this afternoon
been ever since fighting the govern the state supreme court, who was In
against Robert Kellogg, erstwhile
ment in the Wild mountain and jungle Detroit today, said that no member
piano salesman charged with using
who owns stock or is
country. It is understood that he is of the court
the mails to defraud writers of song
in Michigan copInterested
otherwise
receiving considerable financial aid
poems. William Miller of the copy
has had any
companies,
per
mining
from the coast towns, whose Inhabit
right bureau dn Washington was the
before
the court
in
Lpart
litigation
e
ants are said
opposed to Presilast witness for the prosecution. He
the copper mine strike
concerning
dent Paza's' government because of
testified that records showed the
situation. He said that at least two
the
jealousy between
defendant had copyrighted but seven
did not sit in a, recent case
the people of tha.. lowlands arid the justices
poems sent by clients, whereas his
because they own stock in one of the
,
sierras.
agreement called for coyprighting
mines involved..
each. Kellogg then took the stand
in his own defense.
ARCHAEOLOGISTS AR-TO MEET
ICE FOR POSTOFFICE
Montreal, Dec. 17. Montreal is
to" entertain a
Washington, Dec. 16.- - Every new
large gathering
proposition in the postoffice appro of savants at the end of this month,
priation bill, Including an Item of on the occasion of the annual meet$2,000,000 for increased pay for rural ing here of the. Archaeological
Insticarriers, has been eliminated by the tute of America. The convention will
house postoffice committee as an have its headquarters at the Windsor
hotel and the business sessions will
economy measure.
For That Satisfied Feeling
A democratic caucus probably will be held at McGill university.
One
the postmaster evening will be devoted to a meeting
consider
authorizing
s
P. S. Married men
general to investigate the advisabil- of the Canadian branch, of the instisend their wives to the
ity of government ownership of the tute and the parent body. It Is ex.
country as an excuse to eat
,
pected that his royal highness, the
telephons and telegraph,
(
Duke of Connaught,, will be present'
here.
at this meeting.
TO CLASSIFY
TOO

PffliSffi

Hol-lowa- y

BOUCHER'S

ei

;

Have You Tried
Our

to-b-

C0.-ST0-

SE

tise and do all it oan to present to
the public dts service as well as all
tne economic airtiieultles that but-round a large railroad corporation.
Many persona are staying awake
nights to present the- other side and
-

CHAIRMAN OF THE NEW HAVEN,
HOWEVER, BELIEVES IN
RAIL. ADVERTISING
j

Taichert's
Clothing Store

catch-weight- s.

s

At file Heme

r

ten-roun- d

According to the present prospects
there will be no cutting of ice in the
Gallinas canyon until next week. The
ice measures nine inches thick and
with two heavy freezes it probably
will measure 12 inches when the cutting starts. The cold weather now
prevailing doubtless will freeze the
ice to the desired depth.

E

SAKS

vice for the members who have died
during the past 12 months. .Dan Kel
ly, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kelly
of this city, was on the program, giv
On Christmas night at Mora, Pepe ing a eulogy to Joseph Hoenig,
Gallegos of Mora and Young Duran member of the council who died last
of this city will fight a
January. Mr. Hoenig was clerk of
the district court for Las Animas
bout. The boys will fight at
Duran is training heer and county. Dan Kelly is a member of
the Trinidad council of the Knights of
expects to win his battle.
Columbus.
A unique window display has been
arranged in the window of the Bach- - POTTER'S POPULARITY CONTEST
210
arach store. This consists of a Katherine Seelinger
310
phonograph record playing with wood Liela Brown
270
en fibre needles. The needles run Mary Hays
355
up hill, and the firm, would be pleas- Ethel Mahon
135 C. ZIngg.
ed to have any person in Las Vegas Lucy Clement
280
off. Nellie Wells
explain how the stunt is

pulled

CHARLES 1LFELD COMPANY

entire output

of neckwear from a New York

For Sale Cheap if taken at once,
my residence and automobile. J. p.
Earickson. Adv.

O. T. Hutchison, an experienced
shoemaker, is now In charge of the
People's Shoe Shop, formerly owned
by Felipe Baca, 607
Sixth, street

DAVAJO BLANKETS

WE HAVE BEEN
in securing the

B. hall

FMiER

WHAT

IF YOU HAVE THE CORRECT AN
SWER YOU CAN GET TWO
BASKETBALL TICKETS

FORTUNATE

Bourbon

at F.

I

THE

l NECKWEAR

Adv.

automobile lamps at

1913.

I

CHRISTMAS

Regular dance at P. B. Hall tonight.

Light

17.

WHO CAN GUESS

LOCAL NEWS

o'clock this evening.

the Season

DECEMBER

much, misinformation la In circular
tion. If the roads are to bo saved It
will be when the public ias know!
edge of the, real facts."
A
When asked by Commissioner
George W. Anderson, how much an
editorial, unsigned and purporting to
be independently
Inspired, should
cost a railroad, Mr. Elliott declared
with emphasis that such "advertising" should not exist.

Subscribe for The Optic.

Charles Tarn me, Las Vegas mem
ber of the Poster Advertising association, has placed upon one of his
bill boards at the corner of Sixth
street and Main avenue a picture
representing the nativity of Christ.
Similar pictures have been posted In
every town and city where the Poster
Advertising association is represented. The entire cost of the pictures,
which are In 12 colors, nine feet high,
and 21 feet long, as well as the cost
of the space occupied by them, is met
by the association. The association
has no other motive, In displaying
these pictures, other than to contri
bute to the spiritual uplift
human
ity. Displaying the picture during the
season Immediately preceding the,
feast of the nativity, the association!
is bringing home to every person who
glances at the bill boards thoughts
of the real meaning of the Christmas
observance.

tf

HEAI

long-standin- g

Sweet, Sour and
Dill Pickles, Sauer

EAT AT

BISMARK

pre-parin- g

Kraut

.

Fife Nuts, Etc. Etc.

Bome-time-

OPEN ALL NIGHT

oOl CHER $

LATE

FOR SALE
1215

Heating stove.
Swenth street. '

"The Prodigal Parent," by Douglas
Inquire J. Wood and Guy Bolton, is soon to
have a New York production.

